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The finiteness of ranges of tree transductions is shown to be decidable
for TBY+, the composition closure of macro tree transductions. Further-
more, TBY+ definable sets and TBY+ computable relations are con-
sidered, which are obtained by viewing a tree as an expression that
denotes an element of a given algebra. A sufficient condition on the con-
sidered algebra is formulated under which the finiteness problem is
decidable for TBY+ definable sets and for the ranges of TBY+ com-
putable relations. The obtained result applies in particular to the class of
string languages that can be defined by TBY+ transductions via the yield
mapping. This is a large class which is proved to form a substitution-
closed full AFL. ] 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The finiteness problem is one of the classical decidability problems in formal
language theory. For a given language of interest, one usually does not wish to
know whether that language is finite (because it usually is not), but rather whether
the language contains only finitely many strings of a given type or whether there
is a bound on the size or number of certain patterns that occur in the strings of the
language. For this purpose one then constructs a new language by restricting the
original one to the strings or patterns of interest and tests this new language for
finiteness. To construct the new language one needs (effective) closure properties
of the class of languages under consideration. As an example, the decidability of
the finiteness problem for context-free languages can be used, together with the
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(effective) closure of the context-free languages under finite state transductions, to show
that it is decidable whether the strings of a given context-free language contain only
finitely many substrings of the form abna. Thus, the usefulness of decision algo-
rithms that solve the finiteness problem is closely related to the availability of
powerful closure properties.
Instead of restricting our view to string languages from the very beginning, in this
paper we consider a well-known, large class of tree transductions, called TBY+
here, and prove the decidability of the finiteness problem for the tree languages that
are ranges of TBY+ transductions. This is our first main result. Since TBY+ is
closed under composition, the class R-TBY+ of ranges of TBY+ transductions is
(effectively) closed under TBY+ transductions by definition. Thus, R-TBY+
satisfies the requirements mentioned above. We also show the finiteness problem to
be decidable for the class yR-TBY+ of string languages that are the yields of the
tree languages in R-TBY+. These string languages can be viewed as syntax-directed
translations (by TBY+ tree transformations) of context-free languages. As for
closure properties, the class yR-TBY+ is also closed under TBY+ tree transforma-
tions (appropriately defined for strings, see below) and we prove that it is a sub-
stitution-closed full AFL. Both R-TBY+ and yR-TBY+ are very large classes, in
the sense that they contain many well-known classes of tree languages and string
languages, respectively. In particular, yR-TBY+ (effectively) contains all full AFLs
for which the emptiness problem is decidable, that are known to us.
By definition, TBY+ is the composition closure of all transductions computed by
top-down or bottom-up tree transducers (where one of the two is in fact super-
fluous) and all YIELD transductions. Top-down and bottom-up tree transducers
were introduced in the late 1960s as a generalization of the finite state transducers
on strings (see [Rou70a, Tha70a, Tha70b, Tha73]). The original motivation that
led to the study of top-down and bottom-up tree transducers was that they provide
a formal model of transformational grammars in mathematical linguistics and of
syntax-directed translation in compiler construction (see the papers just cited).
A YIELD transduction formalizes the operation of substitution of trees; it trans-
forms an expression (=tree) that is built with substitution operations and constants
denoting operation symbols and variables, into the tree denoted by that expression.
YIELD transductions have been used in the literature in various ways. Their formal
definition is of an elegant simplicity, yet they can, for example, be used to obtain
characterizations of the classes of tree languages in the IO hierarchy, which starts
with the regular and the IO context-free tree languages (see, e.g., [Mai74, ES77,
ES78, Eng80, Dam82]), and, in combination with top-down tree transducers, of
the class of transductions defined by a model of syntax-directed translation that
generalizes the top-down tree transducers: the macro tree transducers [Eng80,
CFZ82, EV85] (with the attribute grammars as a special case). It is shown in
[EV85, Theorem 7.3] that TBY+ equals MT+, the composition closure of the tree
transductions computed by macro tree transducers, and that the membership and
emptiness problems are decidable for R-TBY+ and yR-TBY+. In [EV88, Theorem
8.1] it is shown that TBY+ contains the tree transductions computed by n-level
tree transducers, where 0-level and 1-level tree transducers are the top-down and
macro tree transducers, respectively. Thus, R-TBY+ contains the tree languages
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from the IO hierarchy (see above) and the tree languages from the OI hierarchy,
which are generated by n-level tree grammars, where 0-level and 1-level tree gram-
mars are the regular and OI context-free tree grammars, respectively (see, e.g.,
[Wan73, Wan75, Mai74, ES78, Eng80, Dam82]). As discussed at the end of
[EV88], yR-TBY+ contains many well-known hierarchies of classes of string
languages, e.g., (1) the OI hierarchy, which starts with the regular, context-free, and
indexed (or OI macro) languages, (2) the IO hierarchy, which starts with the
regular, context-free, and IO macro languages, (3) the top-down tree transforma-
tion hierarchy (by definition), (4) the ETOL control hierarchy, which starts with
the class ETOL of Lindenmayer languages, and (5) the 2GSM hierarchy, which is
the closure of the regular languages under 2-way finite state transductions. For the
first two hierarchies see the above references and, e.g., [DG86, Vog88, Eng91], and
for the last three hierarchies see [Eng82] and the references cited therein. As
opposed to the emptiness problem (see, e.g., [Dam82, Eng91] for the OI
hierarchy), the decidability of the finiteness problem for these classes of languages
seems to have been unknown until now, except of course for the lower levels of the
hierarchies.1
The advantage of considering tree transformations rather than string transforma-
tions is that trees can be viewed as expressions that have their values in arbitrary
semantic domains or algebras. This makes it possible to investigate sets of graphs,
numbers, etc., and relations between them. Subsets of an algebra can be defined by
tree languages, and relations between elements of algebras can be defined by tree
transductions. More precisely, we say that a subset S of an algebra is defined by a
tree language T if S is the set of all values of trees in T, and we say that a relation
r between the elements of algebras A and B is computable by a tree transduction
{ if, for every A-expression t, an element of B is in the relation r to the value of
t iff it is the value of a B-expression t$ such that t is in the relation { to t$. We note
here the following well-known special cases of definability by tree languages in
R-TBY+: a subset S of an algebra is called equational if it is defined by a regular
tree language; see [MW67]. Similarly, S is called IO-equational (or OI-equational)
if it is defined by a context-free tree language (derived in IO or OI mode, respec-
tively), see [ES78, Corollaries 5.11 and 5.18], and this can be generalized to n-level
equational subsets, defined by n-level tree languages, see [ES78, Corollaries 7.6 and
7.12] and [Dam82].
The study of relations which can be computed by tree transductionsand in par-
ticular our second main result, which is explained nextwas inspired by the work
of Habel, Kreowski, and Vogler [HKV91] on the decidability of boundedness
problems for so-called compatible functions on graphs (see also [Hab92, Chap.
VII]). Further work in this direction was presented by Courcelle and Mosbah
[CM93], by Seidl [Sei94b], and by Wanke [Wan94]. For a detailed discussion of
the relationship of computability by tree transductions with the notions studied in
these papers see [Dre96a, Secs. 3.3, 3.4, and 4.2].
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1 For yR-T (yields of ranges of top-down tree transducers) this was proved in [Rou70a, Theorem 6],
for IO macro languages in [Fis68, Chap. 7], and for the indexed languages in [Rou70b] (cf. also
[Hay73]). For ET0L, which is a subclass of both yR-T and the indexed languages, see [JS79].
We give a sufficient condition on the algebra B such that the following result
holds (our second main result): if S is defined by a tree language in R-TBY+ and
r is computable by a TBY+ tree transduction, then one can decide whether the
image r(S) of S under r is finite, and, moreover, in case r(S) is finite its elements
can be computed. As an example (taken from [HKV91]), it is decidable whether
there is a bound on the number of connected components of a graph in a context-
free graph language (and if so, the bound can be computed). This is because a con-
text-free graph language is an equational subset S of a particular graph algebra A
(i.e., it can be defined by a regular tree language), and the number of connected
components of a graph is a function r from A to a particular algebra B of natural
numbers that is computable by a top-down tree transduction. The boundedness
question is equivalent to the question whether r(S) is finite. In fact, as shown in
[Dre96a, Sect. 3.3], our second main result can be viewed as a generalization of the
main result of [HKV91], which corresponds to the case of regular tree languages
S and top-down tree transductions r. A formulation of the proof of [HKV91] in
terms of mappings computed by tree transductions was given in [Eng94]. There,
the tree transductions considered are compositions of top-down and bottom-up tree
transductions (which makes it already a little more general than the result in
[HKV91]) and the output algebra is N with operations 0, 1, addition, multiplica-
tion, and maximum (as in [HKV91]). Here we generalize the proof of [Eng94]
in two ways. First, thanks to the decision algorithm that checks finiteness of
tree languages in R-TBY+ it is now possible to consider the much larger class
TBY+ of tree transductions. Second, and this is the part that requires additional
work, we abstract from the concrete domain of output values and operations
on it by formulating a sufficient condition on the output algebra that must be
fulfilled.
The sufficient condition on B (note that there are no conditions on the algebra
A) is, roughly speaking, that there is a partial order on B such that (1) for each
element b of B there are only finitely many elements smaller than b, and (2) every
operation of B must be ‘‘growing,’’ that is, the result of the operation must be
larger than each of its arguments. However, we consider a number of exceptions to
the second condition: we allow an operation to be a constant function, we allow an
operation to be a projection, and (in the special case of the natural numbers with
their usual order) we allow it to be the maximum operation (as in [HKV91]);
moreover, we only require these conditions to be true outside a finite subset N of
B, under the condition that the functions that are obtained by fixing some
arguments of an operation of B to be in N, still satisfy the conditions (as an exam-
ple, multiplication of natural numbers is growing outside [0, 1], and fixing one of
its arguments to be 0 or 1 gives a constant function and a projection, respectively).
Finally we note that the (free) algebra of trees satisfies the condition on B (with
the partial order induced by the size of trees and N=<). This shows that our first
main result is in fact a special case of our second main result. We also note that,
considering arbitrary algebras, the class of sets that are definable by TBY+ tree
languages is closed under TBY+ computable relations. This class therefore satisfies
the properties mentioned at the beginning: it has powerful closure properties and
its finiteness problem is decidable.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 sets up the basic mathematical
notions and notation. Section 3 transductions recalls the types of tree transductions
considered in this paper and proves some basic facts. In Section 4 it is shown that
the finiteness of tree languages in R-TBY+ is decidable. Section 5 contains the
results on TBY+ definable sets and TBY+ computable relations. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6 the class yR-TBY+ of string languages which are yields of tree languages in
R-TBY+ is considered as an interesting special case. In particular, it is proved that
yR-TBY+ is a substitution-closed full AFL.
We assume the reader to be familiar with elementary tree language theory; see,
e.g., [GS84, GS97].
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Basic Mathematical Notation
The set of all natural numbers (including 0) is denoted by N, N+=N"[0], and
[n]=[1, ..., n] for every n # N. For a set S, ^(S) denotes the powerset of S and |S |
denotes its cardinality. The length of a finite sequence w is denoted by |w|. The set
of all sequences (also called strings) of length n # N over a set S is denoted by Sn,
where * is the empty sequence. Furthermore, S*=n # N Sn and S +=n # N+ S
n=
S*"[*].
For a binary relation rS_T and s # S, r(s) denotes the set [t # T | (s, t) # r].
Furthermore, r(S0) denotes the set s # S0 r(s) for S0S. The inverse relation
r&1 is [(t, s) | (s, t) # r], as usual. The domain of r is given by dom(r)=
[s # S | r(s){<] and its range is the set range(r)=r(S)=dom(r&1). If r(s) is a
singleton [t] one may write r(s)=t. In particular, if |r(s)|1 for every s # S then
r is considered as a partial function. The composition of r with another binary rela-
tion r$T_U is given by r$ b r=[(s, u) # S_U | (s, t) # r and (t, u) # r$ for some
t # T ]. Note that, as functions are special binary relations, these definitions apply
to functions as well. For rS_S and n # N+, rn is the n-fold composition of r with
itself, that is, r1=r and rn+1=r b rn for all n # N+. The transitive closure of r, that
is, n # N+ r
n, is denoted by r+. Furthermore, if R and R$ are sets of binary relations
then R$ b R=[r$ b r | r # R and r$ # R$], Rn=[rn b } } } b r1 | r1 , ..., rn # R] for n # N+,
and R+=n # N+ R
n.
2.2. Trees
A (labelled and ordered) tree is a pair consisting of a symbol f, the root, and a
finite sequence t1 } } } tn of direct subtrees, which are trees. Such a tree is denoted by
( f t1 } } } tn), where the outermost parentheses and those around leaves can be
dropped. Thus, f (g ab)( f b) denotes the tree whose root is labelled f and which has
two direct descendants labelled g and f. In turn, these nodes have descendants labelled
a and b, and b, respectively. Note that, by these conventions, a symbol f is identified
with the one-node tree whose node is labelled with f. The set of occurrences (or
nodes) of a tree t= f t1 } } } tn is the finite subset of N*+ given by occ(t)=[*] _
[i } o | i # [n], o # occ(ti)]. The symbol at occurrence o # occ(t) is also denoted by
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t(o), and the subtree rooted at o is denoted by to. More precisely, for t= f t1 } } } tn
we define
v t(*)= f and t*=t, and
v t(i } o)=ti (o) and ti } o=ti o for i } o # occ(t) (where i # [n]).
The rank of an occurrence o # occ(t) is the largest number n # N such that
o } i # occ(t) for all i # [n]. A leaf is an occurrence of rank 0. The size |t| of a tree
t is the cardinality of occ(t), and its depth is given by depth(t)=max[ |o| | o # occ(t)].
A set of trees is called a tree language.
A signature is a pair (7, rank) consisting of a (possibly infinite) set 7 of symbols
and a mapping rank : 7  N yielding the rank of each symbol in 7. A subsignature
of (7, rank) is a signature (7$, rank$) such that 7$ is a subset of 7 and
rank$( f )=rank( f ) for all f # 7$. Henceforth a signature (7, rank) will simply be
denoted by 7, in which case rank7 denotes rank. The rank n of f # 7 is also
indicated by writing f (n) instead of f, if 7 is understood. A signature is said to be
unary if all of its symbols have rank 1. If T is a set of trees the set T7 (T ) of trees
over 7 with subtrees in T is defined to be the smallest set of trees containing T and,
for every f (n) # 7 and all t1 , ..., tn # T7 (T), the tree f t1 } } } tn . Furthermore, 7(T )=
[ f t1 } } } tn | f (n) # 7 and t1 , ..., tn # T]. The set T7 (<) of trees over 7 is also denoted
by T7 . Symbols of rank 2 will sometimes be used as infix symbols, so the notation
t1+t2 may be used instead of + t1 t2 .
In order to avoid confusion we point out that the word ‘‘tree,’’ if used without
any further qualifications, refers to the general definition of trees given above, i.e.,
a tree is not necessarily a tree over a signature 7. For instance, the definition of
T7 (T ) allows to build T7 (T7$) even if 7 and 7$ assign different ranks to common
symbols. In fact, this is why parentheses are needed in our notation of trees. The
only reason that we consider such general trees is that they will occur in derivations
of tree transducers with input and output signatures that assign different ranks to
common symbols.
2.3. Substitution and Rewriting
For the rest of this paper we shall fix an indexed set X=[x1 , x2 , ...] of pairwise
distinct symbols called variables and denote by Xn its subset [x1 , ..., xn], for every
n # N. Variables will only be used to label the leaves of trees, and they are assumed
to be distinct from all other symbols under consideration that are used to label the
nodes of trees. Thus, for a signature 7, 7 and X are disjoint and T7 (X ) is the set
of all trees over the signature 7 _ X, where the variables in X are viewed as symbols
of rank 0.
For YX a tree t is said to be linear in Y if no y # Y occurs more than once in
t and is called nondeleting in Y if every y # Y occurs at least once in t. For a
signature 7, the set of all trees t # T7 (Y ) which are both linear and nondeleting in
Y is denoted by T 7 (Y ).
If t and t1 , ..., tn are trees, then t[t1 } } } tn] denotes the substitution of ti for xi in
t (i # [n]). More precisely, if t=xi for some i # [n] then t[t1 } } } tn]=ti , if t=x i for
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some i  [n] then t[t1 } } } tn]=xi , and if t= f s1 } } } sk with f  X then t[t1 } } } tn]=
f (s1[t1 } } } tn]) } } } (sk[t1 } } } tn]). A rewrite rule is a pair \=(l, r) of trees, called the
left- and right-hand side, respectively, such that l is linear in X and every variable
in r occurs already in l.2 Such a rule is usually denoted by l  r and is called linear
if r is linear in X. Consider some n # N such that Xn contains all variables that occur
in l. Then, \ determines the binary relation \ on trees such that t \ t$ if t can
be written as t0[l[t1 } } } tn]] for a tree t0 which is linear and nondeleting in X1 , and
t$ equals t0[r[t1 } } } tn]]. If R is a set of rewrite rules, R denotes the union of all
\ with \ # R. As usual, t R t$ is called a derivation step and a sequence
t0 R t1 R } } } R tk (k0) of derivation steps is a derivation. If the length k of
such a derivation is not important one may write t0 *R tk .
2.4. Algebras
If 7 is a signature, a 7-algebra (just called an algebra if 7 is of minor impor-
tance) is a pair A=(A, ( fA)f # 7), where A is a set, the domain of A, and for every
f (n) # 7, fA : An  A is an operation on A of arity n, the interpretation of f in A.
Operations of arity 0 are also called constants. In the usual way every tree t # T7
has a value valA(t) in A: If t= f t1 } } } tn then valA(t)= fA(valA(t1), ..., valA(tn)).
A 7-algebra is said to be small if 7 is a finite signature. A subalgebra of a 7-algebra
A is a 7$-algebra B such that 7$ is a sub-signature of 7, B=A, and fB= fA for
all f # 7$. Note that this use of the term subalgebra deviates from the usual one, as
B contains fewer operations than A while its domain is the same.
We shall usually define algebras without explicitly specifying the corresponding
signature, simply by defining the domain and the operations an algebra A contains.
In this case the corresponding signature 7 is assumed to consist of the operations
themselves, where ranks and arities coincide, and is denoted by 7A . The set of trees
over 7A is also denoted TA instead of T7A .
Every (possibly infinite) set S of symbols gives rise to two string algebras
STR(S ) and MON(S ). Both of them have the domain S*, the set of all finite
strings over symbols in S. The operations of STR(S ) are all a # S and * as con-
stant strings of length 1 and 0, respectively, together with the binary concatenation
operation } . The only constant of the algebra MON(S ) is the empty string *. In
addition, every a # S is a unary operation in MON(S ), where a(w)=a } w for all
w # S*, that is, a is interpreted as leftconcatenation with the symbol a in MON(S ).
For the sake of simplicity it is assumed in the definitions of STR(S ) and
MON(S ) that the symbol * does not occur in S. Of course, if * # S one has to
choose a different symbol to represent the empty string in these algebras. A
signature 7 is monadic if it equals 7MON(S ) for some set S of symbols, and a tree
t is monadic if t # T7 (X ) for some monadic signature 7. Note that valMON(S ) is a
bijection between TMON(S ) and S*; in other words, MON(S ) is the free 7MON(S) -
algebra (see [Bu c66, p. 82]). A direct consequence of this observation, which will
turn out to be of some importance, is that a set TTMON(S ) is finite if and only
if valMON(S )(T ) is finite.
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2 Note that we only consider left-linear rewrite rules, that is, rewrite rules (l, r) whose left-hand side
l is linear in all variables.
3. TREE TRANSDUCTIONS
In this section the types of tree transductions to be considered in the paper are
defined. If 71 and 72 are signatures, then a binary relation {T71_T72 is a tree
transduction if {T7$1_T7$2 for some finite subsignatures 7$1 and 7$2 of 71 and 72 ,
respectively. In other words, the domain and the range of a tree transduction are
required to be built up from a finite number of symbols.
Tree transductions are viewed as a kind of nondeterministic transformations of
trees over one signature into trees over another signature. Those investigated in this
paper are composed of three basic types of tree transductions. On the one hand,
there are the top-down and bottom-up tree transductions, whose investigation
began in the seventies by Rounds and Thatcher [Rou70a, Tha70a, Tha70b,
Tha73], and was continued in, e.g., [Eng75a, Eng77, Bak78b, Bak78a, Bak79,
Eng82, FV89, AD94, Sei94a, SV95, DF96, GV96]. These tree transductions are
defined by the use of restricted rewrite rules, processing a tree from the top down
or from the bottom up, respectively. The third of the basic types of tree transduc-
tions considered acts on input trees over a signature that consists of symbols from
an underlying signature 7 (viewed as symbols of rank 0) and symbols denoting
substitution and projection. Intuitively, the output trees are then constructed by
interpreting these symbols accordingly, yielding trees in T7 . The resulting transduc-
tions basically realize the YIELD-mappings considered in, e.g., [Mai74, ES77,
ES78, Eng80, Dam82, EV85].
Let us first define top-down tree transducers and the tree transductions they
determine.
3.1. Definition (Top-down tree transducer). Let 7 and 7$ be finite signatures
and let 1 be a finite unary signature of so-called states, disjoint with 7 _ 7$. A top-
down tree transducer is a tuple td=(7, 7$, 1, R, #0) such that #0 # 1, called the
initial state, and R1(7(X ))_T7$(1(X )) is a finite set of rewrite rules.
The top-down tree transduction td computed by td is given by




for all t # T7 , where td denotes the rewrite relation R .
Note that tdT7_T7$ . In the following, the notation td:: T71  T72 is used in
order to indicate that td is a top-down tree transducer of the form (7, 7$, 1, R, #0)
for some finite subsignatures 7 and 7$ of 71 and 72 , respectively. This notation
implies that tdT71_T72 is a tree transduction.
3.2. Example (Top-down tree transducer). Consider the signatures 7=
[(2), c(1), true (0)] and 7$=[7 (2), 6(2), true(0), false (0)]. Below, a top-down tree
transducer td:: T7  T7$ is given which, intuitively, computes the negation of the
boolean value represented by its input tree. (Here, the usual interpretation of the
symbols in 7 and 7$ is assumed, where  denotes the exclusive or.) Since 7$ does
not contain c, negation must be implemented recursively. In particular, one can
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make use of deMorgan’s laws which yield the equation c (xy)=((c x) 6 y) 7
(x 6 (c y)). Note that this equation contains not only the two negative occurren-
ces c x and c y of x and y, but also two positive ones. Thus, in the top-down
computation not only the negation of a value represented by a subtree, but also the
value itself is needed. This is reflected in td by the use of two states # and #: td=
(7, 7$, [# , #], R, # ), where R consists of the rules
# (x1x2)  ((# x1) 6 (# x2)) 7 ((# x1) 6 (# x2)),
# (x1x2)  ((# x1) 7 (# x2)) 6 ((# x1) 7 (# x2)),
# (c x1)  # x1 ,
# (c x1)  # x1 ,
# true  false, and
# true  true.
It should be clear that td behaves as indicated above. More precisely, let A and B
be the 7- and 7$-algebras with domain [true, false] obtained by choosing the
standard interpretation of the symbols in 7 and 7$. Now, if t # T7 denotes the
boolean value v in A then td(t) denotes c v in B. In Section 5 this intuitive view
saying that td computes a function with respect to the interpretation of input and
output trees in A and B, respectively, will be formalized.
Bottom-up tree transducers are defined in a similar way, the difference being that
their computations do not start with an initial state placed above the root of the
input tree. Here, the computation starts at the leaves and proceeds upward until the
root is reached in some final state.
3.3. Definition (Bottom-up tree transducer). Let 7 and 7$ be finite signatures
and let 1 be a finite unary signature of so-called states, disjoint with 7 _ 7$. A bot-
tom-up tree transducer is a tuple bu=(7, 7$, 1, R, 1f) such that 1f1, called the
set of final states, and R7(1(X ))_1(T7$(X )) is a finite set of rewrite rules.
The bottom-up tree transduction bu computed by bu is given by
bu(t)=[t$ # T7$ | t w
V
bu
# t$ for some # # 1f]
for all t # T7 , where bu denotes the rewrite relation R .
Similar to the top-down case, bu:: T71  T72 indicates that bu is a bottom-up
tree transducer of the form (7, 7$, 1, R, 1f), where 7 and 7$ are finite sub-
signatures of 71 and 72 .
As a convention, we shall generally assume that the left-hand sides of rules of top-
down and bottom-up tree transducers always have the form # ( f x1 } } } xn) and
f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn), respectively; that is, the variables occurring in the tree (from left
to right) are x1 , ..., xn if f has rank n. Clearly, this means no loss of generality.
When constructing specific top-down or bottom-up tree transducers we will take
advantage of the freedom of using arbitrary variables in left-hand sides of rules.
A top-down or bottom-up tree transducer is said to be linear if all its rules are
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linear and is deterministic if there are no distinct rules with equal left-hand sides.
A top-down tree transducer td=(7, 7$, 1, R, #0) is total if it contains a rule with
left-hand side # ( f x1 } } } xk) for all # # 1 and f (k) # 7. Similarly, a bottom-up tree
transducer bu=(7, 7$, 1, R, 1f) is total if it contains a rule with left-hand side
f (#1 x1) } } } (#k xk) for every f (k) # 7 and all #1 , ..., #k # 1. Note that, in the bottom-
up case, totality does not imply bu(t){< for all t # T7 . It only means that for
every t # T7 there exists a state # # 1 and a tree t$ # T7$ such that t *bu # t$. There-
fore, every bottom-up tree transducer (7, 7$, 1, R, 1f) can be turned into a total
bottom-up tree transducer (7, 7", 1 $, R$, 1f) without changing the computed tree
transduction. For this, one may choose 7"=7$ _ [c(0)] and 1 $=1 _ [#=] and
construct R$ by adding to R a rule f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  #= c for every left-hand side
f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn) # 7(1 $(X )) that does not occur among the left-hand sides of R.
(Of course, one can as well choose c(0) # 7$ and set 7"=7$ if 7$ contains a symbol
of rank zero.) Obviously, this modification does not affect the computed tree trans-
duction, and the new bottom-up tree transducer is a total one. Note that the same
effect can be achieved if, instead of adding rules f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  #= c, rules of
the form f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  #= (g x1 } } } xn) are added. In this case, 7"$7$ must
be chosen in such a way that suitable symbols g are added if they cannot be found
in 7$. Obviously, both constructions preserve determinism and linearity.
If . is a property of top-down or bottom-up tree transducers (like linearity,
totality, or determinism) then a top-down or bottom-up tree transduction is said to
have property . if there is a tree transducer in the considered class that computes
the tree transduction and has property ..
3.4. Notation. The set of all top-down tree transductions is henceforth denoted
by TD, and BU is the set of all bottom-up tree transductions. The union TD _ BU
of both classes is denoted by TB. Furthermore, lTD and lBU denote the sets of all
linear top-down and bottom-up tree transductions, respectively.
Most of the algorithms to be developed below deal with tree transductions as
input or as output. For this, let us agree on the convention that a tree transduction
of a given type is specified by tree transducers of the required sort in the input or
output of an algorithm. As an example, saying that an algorithm takes a tree trans-
duction { # lBU b TD as input means that the input to that algorithm is supposed
to consist of a top-down tree transducer td and a linear bottom-up tree transducer
bu such that {=bu b td. Similarly, a tree transduction { # TB+ is specified by a
sequence of top-down or bottom-up tree transducers such that { is the composition
of the transductions computed by these transducers.
A bottom-up tree transducer rel=(7, 7$, 1, R, 1f) is a relabelling (see [Eng75a])
if all rules in R have the form f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  # (g x1 } } } xn), where f (n) # 7,
g(n) # 7$, and #, #1 , ..., #n # 1. Thus, rel only relabels the nodes of an input tree,
whereas the structure of the tree remains unchanged. The set of all tree transduc-
tions computed by relabellings is denoted by RELAB and the subset of those com-
puted by deterministic relabellings by dRELAB.3
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3 These are the classes denoted by QRELAB and DQRELAB in [Eng75a] and by QREL and
DBQREL in [Eng77].
Tree transductions having a monadic output signature play an important role in
the next section. One reason for this is the fact that the infinite hierarchy given
by the classes TBn (n # N+), which is known to be a proper one (see [Eng82]),
collapses into lTD b dRELAB in this case. This is stated as a lemma below.
3.5. Lemma. There is an algorithm that takes as input a tree transduction
{T7_T7$ in TB+ such that 7$ is monadic and constructs a linear top-down tree
transducer td and a deterministic relabelling rel such that td b rel={.
Proof. This follows from known results about the classes TDR=TD b dRELAB
and lTDR=lTD b dRELAB of top-down tree transductions with regular look-
ahead and their linear restriction, which were introduced in [Eng77].4 By the first
part of Theorem 2.11 in [Eng77] it holds that (1) lTDR b TDR=TDR. Further-
more, BUTD2 by [Eng75a, Theorem 3.15(1)], and so (2) TB+=TDR+. These
results are based on constructions that can be performed algorithmically.
By (2) we have {={n b } } } b {0 for some {0 , ..., {n # TDR (n # N). Since 7$ is
monadic, {n # TDR=TD b dRELAB means in fact {n # lTD b dRELAB=lTDR
because all right-hand sides of rules of a top-down tree transducer with a monadic
output signature are monadic trees, which are linear in X. Using (1), if n>0 this
yields some {$ # TDR such that {$ b {n&2 b } } } b {0={. Repeating this argument n
times yields { # TDR and hence in fact { # lTDR=lTD b dRELAB, as required. As
mentioned above, the statements (1) and (2) are based on effective constructions,
which means that a linear top-down tree transducer td and a deterministic
relabelling rel with td b rel={ can indeed be computed on input {. K
Next, the third of our basic classes of tree transductions, called YIELD, is
defined. For this, the first step is to define the derived signatures associated with
every signature 7. These signatures contain symbols of rank 0 corresponding to the
symbols of 7 and further contain substitution and projection symbols.
3.6. Definition (Derived signature). Let 7 be a signature. A 7-derived signature
is a finite signature 2 such that each symbol in 2 is either
v a constant symbol cf, n for some n # N and f (n) # 7, where rank2(cf, n)=0,
v a projection symbol ?i for some i # N+, where rank2(?i)=0, or
v a substitution symbol _k for some k # N, where rank2(_k)=k+1.
Note that 7-derived signatures are always finite. If there is no need to refer to 7
one may simply speak of a derived signature. If 7 is known, cf is also used instead
of cf, n where rank7 ( f )=n.
As mentioned above, the tree transductions in the class YIELD interpret the
symbols _k and ?i as substitution and projection. The definition below associates
with every 7-derived signature 2 an algebra Y2 whose domain is the set T7 (X ),
where the interpretation of symbols follows exactly this intuition. A tree transduc-
tion in the class YIELD is then defined to be the restriction of the valuation map-
ping of Y2 to output trees without variables.
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4 In [Eng77], the equations TDR=TD b dRELAB and lTDR=lTD b dRELAB are stated as inclu-
sions in Theorem 2.6. Later on in that paper (p. 298) it is pointed out that they are in fact equalities.
3.7. Definition (YIELD). Let 2 be a 7-derived signature. Then Y2 is the
2-algebra with domain T7 (X ) such that, for every symbol g # 2,
v if g=cf, n then gY2= f x1 } } } xn ;
v if g=? i then gY2=xi ;
v if g=_k then gY2(t0 , ..., tk)=t0[t1 } } } tk] for all t0 , ..., tk # T7 (X ).
Furthermore, Y2T2_T7 is the tree transduction given by
Y2(t)={valY2(t)undefined
if valY2(t) # T7
otherwise
for all t # T2 . The class of all tree transductions Y2 , where 2 is a derived signature,
is denoted by YIELD.
The reader should notice that, since 2 is finite it contains only finitely many of
the symbols cf for f # 7. This ensures that Y2 is indeed a tree transduction as only
those symbols f can occur in the output trees. For the same reason, each of the tree
transductions Y2 has a finite representation, namely by the signature 2 which
uniquely determines Y2 and thus Y2 . In the following, we shall denote by +(2) the
minimum of all m # N such that lm for all cf, l , ?l , and _ l in 2. Note that +(2)
is an upper bound on the index of variables in the range of valY2 ; that is,
valY2(t) # T7 (X+(2)) for all t # T2 .
The class TB _ YIELD will be denoted by TBY. The main class of tree transduc-
tions to be studied in this paper is TBY+, whose elements are compositions of an
arbitrary number of tree transductions from the sets TD, BU, and YIELD. It ought
to be remarked that TBY+=(TD _ YIELD)+=(BU _ YIELD)+. Thus, in the
definition of TBY+ the bottom-up or the top-down tree transductions can be
removed without affecting the defined class of tree transductions. This is due to the
fact that, by the results of [Bak79, Eng75a], TB+=TD+=BU+. However, the
use of TB+ in the definition seems more appropriate because it corresponds more
closely to the way in which the class TBY+ is handled in this paper. The class of
all tree languages which are ranges of tree transductions in TBY+ is denoted by
R-TBY+, that is, R-TBY+=[range({) | { # TBY+]. Furthermore, R-TBY+7 =
R-TBY+ & ^(T7) for every signature 7. In the following sections the convention is
used that, if a tree language T # R-TBY+ is considered as input or output of an
algorithm, then T is assumed to be represented by a tree transduction { # TBY+
such that T=range({).
3.8. Example. In order to discuss an example of a tree transduction in TBY+,
consider the signatures 7=[+(2), }(2), 1(0)] and 7$=[+ (2), 1(0)]. Let A and B be
the algebras with domain N+ over these signatures, obtained via the standard
interpretation of + as addition, } as multiplication, and 1 as one. The aim is to con-
struct a tree transduction { # YIELD b TD that translates the trees in T7 into equiv-
alent ones in T7$ . More precisely, for all t # T7 , we wish to have {(t)=t$ for some
tree t$ # T7$ satisfying valB(t$)=valA(t). For this, consider the 7$-derived signature
2=[c+ , c1 , ?1 , _1 , _2] where c+ and c1 stand for c+, 2 and c1, 0 , respectively. The
top-down tree transducer to be designed will have the form td=(7, 2, [#0 , #], R, #0)
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and will be total and deterministic. In order to understand the basic idea, let {#(t)
(for t # T7) denote the tree valY2(t$), where t$ is the tree over 2 with # t *td t$. Then,
{#(t) will be a tree having valA(t) leaves, all of which are labelled with x1 . In other
words, the state # computes a tree denoting the sum valA(t)i=1 x1 . The state #0 works
alike, but in addition it substitutes the constant 1 for every occurrence of x1 in the
tree which would have been computed by #. The rules are
# 1  ?1 ,
# (x1+x2)  _2 c+ (# x1)(# x2),
# (x1 } x2)  _1 (# x1)(# x2),
and, for every rule of the form # s  s$, a rule #0 s  _1 s$c1 .
Thus, as discussed above, {#(1)=x1 and for t1 , t2 # T7 , {#(t1+t2)={#(t1)+{#(t2)
and {#(t1 } t2)={#(t1)[{#(t2)]. Using this, it follows by induction that {# behaves as
described above. Hence, {(t)=Y2 b td(t)={#(t)[1] for all t # T7 , which yields
valB({(t))=valA (t)i=1 1=valA(t).
3.9. Example. Another, similar example is based on the signatures 7=[a(2),
b(2), =(0)] and 7$=[a (1), b (1), *(0)]. Let 2 be the 7$-derived signature consisting of
the symbols _1 , ?1 , ca , cb , and c* . (Thus, ca , cb , and c* abbreviate ca, 1 , cb, 1 , and
c*, 0 , respectively.) Now, consider the top-down tree transducer td=(7, 2, [#, #0],
R, #0), where R consists of the rules
# =  ?1 ,
# ( f x1x2)  _1 (# xi) cf for f # [a, b] and i=1, 2,
and, for every rule of the form # s  t above, a rule #0 s  _1 t c* . Then, for all trees
t # T7 , Y2 b td(t) yields the set of all ‘‘reverse paths’’ through t (represented as
monadic trees). For the tree t shown in Fig. 1, for example, Y2 b td(t)=
[b (a (a *)), a (a *), b (b (a *)), b (a *)]. The computation of td corresponding to
the path indicated in the figure, followed by the evaluation using Y2 , is
#0 (a (a (b = =) =)(b (b = =) =))
td _1 (_1 (# (b (b = =) =)) ca) c*
td _1 (_1 (_1 (# (b = =)) cb) ca) c*
td _1 (_1 (_1 (_1 (# =) cb) cb) ca) c*
td _1 (_1 (_1 (_1 ?1cb) cb) ca) c* .
x1 [b x1]=b x1
b x1 [b x1]=b (b x1)
b (b x1)[a x1]=b (b (a x1))
b (b (a x1))[*]=b (b (a *))
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FIG. 1. A sample input tree to the tree transduction of Example 3.9.
The class of all tree transductions in TBY+ which can be defined using no more
than n members of YIELD (n # N+) contains the class MTnIO _ MT
n
OI of n-fold
compositions of macro tree transductions with IO- or OI-derivations (see [EV85],
and in particular Lemma 5.5, Theorem 6.10, and Corollary 5.9 of that paper). The
tree transductions of Examples 3.8 and 3.9 are both in MTIO and MTOI . By
Theorem 7.3(1) of [EV85] it is known that the class TBY+which, by the remark
above, equals (TD _ YIELD)+is exactly the class MT+, that is, the closure of
macro tree transductions under composition. (For this class, the difference between




+.) In [EV85] the class YIELD is defined in a slightly different way; it is,
however, not difficult to see (also using the next lemma) that both definitions result
in the same class YIELD b TBY+.
In [EV85, Section 3.2] it is shown that the class R-TBY+ of output languages
of tree transductions in TBY+ includes the class of all context-free tree languages.
This inclusion is easily seen to be proper: For every set S of symbols the context-
free subsets of TMON(S ) are, under valMON(S ) , context-free string languages (that is,
the monadic case of context-free tree languages corresponds to the case of context-
free string languages). However, it is easy to construct a tree transduction { # TBY+
whose output signature is, say, [s(1), *(0)], such that valMON([s])(range({)) is not
context-free. (One of the many possible ways is to compose two transductions the
first of which is a top-down tree transduction which generates all trees _1 tc*, 0
where t is a fully balanced binary tree over [_1 , cs, 1] and the second of which is
a YIELD transduction which transforms _1 tc*, 0 into a monadic tree of the size of
the yield of t. The resulting string language is [s2n | n # N], cf. [EV85, Example
4.3].) In fact, in [EV88] it is shown that R-TBY+ contains all tree languages from
the OI hierarchy, which are generated by n-level tree grammars, for any n, where
the 0-level and 1-level tree grammars are the regular and context-free tree gram-
mars, respectively. Infinity of this hierarchy was proved in [Dam82, Theorem 9.7],
and properness at each level was shown in [Eng91, Theorem 7.4].
Suppose a tree transduction {={n b } } } b {0 # TBY+ is given, where {0 , ..., {n #
TBY, and let {i # Y2 for some i # [n]. Then, the input trees fed into {i are the trees
in the range of {i&1 b } } } b {0 . Since Y2 is defined exactly on those trees t # T2 for
which valY2 (t) is variable-free, { is not affected by restricting the range of
{i&1 b } } } b {0 to trees t of this type. Since it turns out to be convenient in proofs to
be able to neglect the possibility that Y2(t) may be undefined, the following lemma
is helpful as it may be used to turn every tree transduction { # TBY+ into this form.
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3.10. Lemma. There is an algorithm that takes as input a derived signature 2 and
constructs a deterministic relabelling rel:: T2  T2 such that rel(t)=t if Y2(t) is
defined and rel(t)=< otherwise, for all t # T2 .
Proof. The construction of rel=(2, 2, 1, R, 1f) is quite straightforward. While
copying the input tree, the states are used to keep track of the variables that occur
in its value. The set 1 of states is therefore ^([+(2)]), 1f=[<], and R consists
of the following rules:
v for every cf, n # 2 the rule cf, n  [n] cf, n ;
v for every ?i # 2 the rule ?i  [i] ?i ;
v for every _k # 2 and all S0 , ..., Sk # 1 the rule
_k (S0 xk+1)(S1 x1) } } } (Sk xk)  S (_k xk+1x1 } } } xk),
where S= [Si | i # [k] & S0] _ (S0"[k]).
Obviously, rel is deterministic. Using the definition of Y2 it follows by a
straightforward induction that t *rel S t for all t # T2 , where S is the set of indices
of variables which appear in valY2 (t). Since < is the unique final state of rel this
means that rel behaves as required. K
Another lemma that will be needed concerns the composition of YIELD with
deterministic relabellings. It is shown next that relabellings commute with YIELD
mappings as follows: dRELAB b YIELDYIELD b RELAB. This is a special case
of Lemma 6.5 of [ES78] which is added for completeness sake, with an elementary
proof.
3.11. Lemma. There is an algorithm that takes as input a derived signature 2 and
a deterministic relabelling rel, and constructs a derived signature 2$ and a relabelling
rel$ such that Y2$ b rel $=rel b Y2 .
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the given deterministic relabelling
rel=(7, 7$, 1, R, 1f) is total and that 2 is 7-derived. Define rel$=
(2, 2$, 1 $, R$, 1 $f) as follows. As 1 $ the set 1 m+1 with m=+(2) is chosen and 1 $f=
[#0#1 } } } #m # 1 $ | #0 # 1f]. Intuitively, the idea is that rel$ can reach a state
#0#1 } } } #m by processing an input tree t # T2 if the computation of rel on
s=valY2 (t) which starts in state #i at variable xi (for i # [m]) will eventually arrive
in state #0 at the root of s. The set R$ consists of the following rules:
v cf, n  #0#1 } } } #m cg, n for all rules f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  #0 (g x1 } } } xn) in R
and all states #n+1 , ..., #m # 1;
v ?i  #i #1 } } } #m ?i for all ? i # 2 and #1 , ..., #m # 1;
v _k (#0#$1 } } } #$m xk+1)(#$1 #1 } } } #m x1) } } } (#$k #1 } } } #m xk)  #0 #1 } } } #m (_k xk+1
x1 } } } xk) for all _k # 2 and all #0 , #1 , ..., #m , #$1 , ..., #$m # 1, where #$l=#l for
l=k+1, ..., m.
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The signature 2$ is the 7$-derived signature which consists of all cg, n , ? i , and _k
that occur in the right-hand sides of these rules. By the definition of Y2 , in order
to finish the proof it suffices to verify the following claim.
Claim. Let t # T2 and s=valY2 (t), and let #0#1 } } } #m # 1 $. For every tree
s$ # T7$ (Xm), s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] *rel #0 s$ if and only if t *rel$ #0 #1 } } } #m t$ for a tree
t$ # T2$ with valY2$ (t$)=s$.
The claim is proved by induction on t, dealing with both directions separately.
(O) If t=cf, n # 2 then s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm]= f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn) *rel #0 s$
implies that R contains a rule f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  #0 (g x1 } } } xn) such that
s$= g x1 } } } xn , and so R$ contains the rule cf  #0 } } } #m cg with valY2$ (cg)=s$, as
required.
If t=?i # 2 then s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm]=#i xi and so #0 s$=#i xi , because the only
derivation that starts with #i xi is the one of length 0. Furthermore,
?i  #i #1 } } } #m ? i is a rule in R$ and valY2$ (? i)=x i=s$, as required.
Now, let t=_k t0 } } } tk and valY2 (t i)=si for i=0, ..., k, that is, s=s0[s1 } } } sk].
Suppose s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] *rel #0 s$. Since rel is deterministic and total, for each
i # [k] there is exactly one tree #$i s$i # 1(T7$ (Xm)) such that s i [#1 x1 } } } #m xm] *rel
#$i s$i . Therefore, the derivation s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] *rel #0 s$ has the form
s0[s1[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] } } } sk[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] #k+1 xk+1 } } } #m xm]
*rel s0[#$1 s$1 } } } #$k s$k #k+1 xk+1 } } } #m xm]
*rel #0 (s$0[s$1 } } } s$k])
for some s$0 such that s0[#$1 x1 } } } #$k xk #k+1 xk+1 } } } #m xm] *rel #0 s$0 , that is,
s0[#$1 x1 } } } #$m xm] *rel #0 s$0 with #$l=#l for l=k+1, ..., m. Using the induction
hypothesis, it follows that there are t$0 , ..., t$k # T2$ with valY2$ (t$i)=s$i for i=0, ..., k,
such that there exist derivations t0 *rel$ #0#$1 } } } #$m t$0 and tj *rel$ #$j #1 } } } #m t$j for all
j # [k]. Altogether, this yields
t *rel$ _k (#0#$1 } } } #$m t$0)(#$1#1 } } } #m t$1) } } } (#$k#1 } } } #m t$k)
rel$ #0 #1 } } } #m (_k t$0 } } } t$k),
and valY2$ (_k t$0 } } } t$k)=valY2$ (t$0)[valY2$ (t$1) } } } valY2$ (t$k)]=s$0[s$1 } } } s$k]=s$.
(o) Suppose t *rel$ #0#1 } } } #m t$ for some t$ # T2$ with valY2$ (t$)=s$. If
t=cf, n # 2 it follows that t$=cg, n for some rule f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn)  #0 (g x1 } } } xn)
in R, and therefore s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm]= f (#1 x1) } } } (#n xn) rel #0(g x1 } } } xn)=#0 s$.
If t=?i # 2 then #0=#i , t$=t, and s=x i=s$. Consequently, s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm]=
#0 x i *rel #0 x i=#0 s$.
Finally, let t=_k t0 } } } tk with si=valY2 (ti) for i=0, ..., k, and let the given
derivation be
t *rel$ _k (#0#$1 } } } #$m t$0)(#$1#1 } } } #m t$1) } } } (#$k #1 } } } #m t$k) rel$ #0 #1 } } } #m (_k t$0 } } } t$k),
where #$l=#l for l=k+1, ..., m. (Note that the tree obtained after the initial part of
the derivation must indeed have this form because otherwise no rule is applicable
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to it.) Let s$i=valY2$ (t$i) for i=0, ..., k and thus s$=s$0[s$1 } } } s$k]. The induction
hypothesis yields s0[#$1 x1 } } } #$m xm] *rel #0 s$0 and si [#1 x1 } } } #m xm] *rel #$i s$i for
all i # [k]. Since #$l=#l for l=k+1, ..., m this yields
s[#1 x1 } } } #m xm]
=s0[s1[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] } } } sk[#1 x1 } } } #m xm] (#k+1 xk+1) } } } (#m xm)]
*rel s0[(#$1 s$1 ) } } } (#$k s$k ) (#$k+1 xk+1) } } } (#$m xm)]
*rel #0 (s$0[s$1 } } } s$k xk+1 } } } xm])
=#0 s$,
which completes the proof. K
Next, some results concerning regular tree languages are recalled, starting with
the definition of regular tree grammars.
3.12. Definition (Regular tree grammar and regular tree language, see [GS84,
GS97]). A regular tree grammar is a tuple G=(7, 1, R, #0), where 7 is a finite
signature, 1 is a finite signature of states (or nonterminals) of rank zero,
7 & 1=<, R1_T7 (1) is a finite set of rewrite rules, and #0 # 1 is the initial
state. The regular tree language generated by G is L(G)=[t # T7 | #0 *R t].
It is well known that the regular tree languages are the tree languages that are
recognizable by finite state bottom-up tree automata. Since the state behaviour of
a bottom-up tree transducer on its input tree is exactly that of a finite state bottom-
up tree automaton, this result can be expressed as follows.
3.13. Lemma (see, for example, [GS84, p. 149, Lemma IV.1.11]). There is an
algorithm that takes as input a regular tree grammar G and computes a deterministic
relabelling rel such that rel(t)=t if t # L(G) and rel(t)=< otherwise. Conversely,
there is an algorithm that takes as input a bottom-up tree transducer bu and computes
a regular tree grammar G such that L(G)=dom(bu).
Thus, it was shown in Lemma 3.10 that the domain of every Y2 is a regular tree
language. Since the tree languages from the IO hierarchy are the images of the
regular tree languages under the tree transductions from YIELD+ (see [Mai74,
ES78, Eng80, Dam82]), R-TBY+ contains all these tree languages. Infinity of the
IO hierarchy was shown in [Dam82, Theorem 9.7].
The result stated next, which follows from well-known facts about regular tree
languages, says that the emptiness of a tree transduction in TBY+ is decidable. In
other words, for both the domain and the range of a TBY+ transduction emptiness
is decidable. Note that the latter means that the class R-TBY+ has a decidable
emptiness problem.
3.14. Lemma (cf. [EV85, Theorem 7.4]). There is an algorithm that takes as
input a tree transduction { # TBY+ and decides whether {=<.
Proof. It is well known (see [Eng77, Lemma 1.2]) that the pre-image ({$)&1 (T )
of a regular tree language T under a tree transduction {$ # TB is regular. Moreover,
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a regular tree grammar defining this set can be computed on input T and {$.
Using Lemmas 3.13, 3.11, and 3.10 the same holds for the class YIELD, as
follows: Y&12 (T )=Y
&1
2 (dom(rel ))=dom(rel b Y2)=dom(Y2$ b rel $)=rel $
&1(dom(Y2$))
=rel $&1(T $) (see also [ES78, Lemma 6.1]). Hence the statement is also true for
TBY, and thus (by an inductive argument) for TBY+. Therefore, on input { one
can construct a regular tree grammar generating the domain of { (since dom({)=
{&1(T7$) if {T7_T7$ , and T7$ is regular for every finite signature 7$). It is well
known, however, that the emptiness of regular tree languages can be decided
[GS84, Theorem II.10.2], which yields the result. K
In the proof above it is in fact shown that the domain of a TBY+ tree transduc-
tion is (effectively) regular. Since finiteness of regular tree languages is decidable
[GS84, Theorem II.10.4], this also shows that the finiteness of domains of TBY+
transductions is decidable. Concerning the finiteness of ranges of tree transductions
a similar argument can be used if the considered tree transductions preserve
regularity. Thus, we get a lemma saying that the finiteness of the range of a linear
bottom-up tree transduction can be decided.
3.15. Lemma. There is an algorithm that takes as input a tree transduction
bu # lBU and decides whether range(bu) is finite.
Proof. By [GS84, Lemma IV.6.5] the class of all regular tree languages is effec-
tively closed under linear bottom-up tree transductions. Since T7 is regular for
every finite signature 7 this means that one can compute a regular tree grammar
generating range(bu). Thus, according to Theorem II.10.4 of [GS84] the finiteness
of range(bu) can be decided. K
4. THE FINITENESS OF RANGES OF TREE TRANSDUCTIONS
In this section it is shown that Lemma 3.15 can be extended to a much larger
class of tree transductions, namely the class TBY+. In other words, it is proved that
the class R-TBY+ has a decidable finiteness problem. For this, the following defini-
tions are needed. (For the string algebras STR(S ) and MON(S ) see Section 2.4.)
If S is a set then a tree t # TSTR(S ) is compact if either t does not contain any
occurrence of the constant * (that is, t(o){* for all o # occ(t)), or t=*. For every
finite signature 7 the tree transduction paths7T7_TMON(7) is defined as follows.
For every tree t= f t1 } } } tk # T7
paths7 (t)={[ f t$i | i # [k] and t$i # paths7 (ti)][ f *]
if k>0
otherwise.
Intuitively, paths7 (t) is the set of all paths from the root of t to one of its leaves.
It is not hard to see that paths7 is a top-down tree transduction. For this, a single
state # is needed, together with the rules
# f  f * for every f (0) # 7, and
# ( f x1 } } } xk)  f (# xi) for every f (k) # 7 with k>0 and every i # [k].
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One of the basic facts on which the algorithm to be developed in this section relies
is that, for every tree transduction {T7_T7$ , the tree transduction paths7$ b { has
a finite range if and only if { has a finite range (because paths7$ (t) is finite for every
tree t).5 Using the fact that paths7$ is a top-down tree transduction this means that
the tree transduction { the algorithm takes as input can be turned into one with a
monadic output signature.
Now, consider a tree transduction of the form {0 b Y2 b {1 having a monadic out-
put signature, where {0 # TB+. By Lemma 3.5 it follows that {0 is an element of
lTD b dRELAB. Lemma 3.11 says that it is possible to shift the relabelling into the
component {1 of {0 b Y2 b {1 . Thus, what remains of {0 is a linear top-down tree
transduction td. Now, the central part of the whole construction shows how to
replace td b Y2 with a tree transduction {2 # TB+. The advantage should be obvious:
{2 b {1 contains one member of YIELD less than the original tree transduction.
Therefore, repeating this procedure finally yields a member of TB+, which can
again be turned into an element of lTD b dRELAB, using a composition with paths7
and Lemma 3.5. However, by [Eng77, Theorem 2.8] lTD b dRELAB=lBU, and for
linear bottom-up tree transducers we know from Lemma 3.15 that the finite range
problem can be solved algorithmically.
At first sight, the idea of replacing td b Y2 with a tree transduction {2 # TB+ does
not seem to be very fruitful as it is known that the class TD b YIELD is not con-
tained in TB+ even in the case of monadic output signatures (see [EV85]). There-
fore, it is not reasonable to search for a {2 satisfying {2=td b Y2 . However, since we
are only interested in the finiteness of ranges rather than in the tree transductions
themselves, a weaker property is sufficient. At this point, the algebra STR(S )
starts to play an important role. The idea is to construct {2T2_TSTR(S ) in such
a way that, if td b Y2 computes a tree a (c (b (a (a *)))), for instance, then {2 com-
putes a tree denoting the string acbaa. In other words, the property to be ensured
is valSTR(S ) b {2=valMON(S ) b td b Y2 (where 7MON(S ) is the output signature of td).
Using an easy auxiliary result, it may furthermore be assumed that the output trees
of {2 are compact. However, it is not hard to see that a set TTSTR(S ) of compact
trees is finite if and only if valSTR(S )(T ) is finite, which means that one can now
indeed continue by looking at {2 instead of td b Y2 .
Below, the lemmas needed for this reasoning are proved. The first has just been
mentioned, namely that a set of compact trees is finite if and only if the set of
represented strings is finite.
4.1. Lemma. Let S be a set. A set TTSTR(S ) of compact trees is finite if and
only if valSTR(S )(T ) is finite.
Proof. If T is finite then so is valSTR(S )(T ). Conversely, for every w # S*$
valSTR(S )(T ) there are only finitely many compact trees t # TSTR(S ) such that
valSTR(S )(t)=w because compactness implies |t|=2 |w|&1 if |w|>0 (and the only
compact tree representing * is * itself). Thus, if T is infinite the same holds for
valSTR(S )(T ). K
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5 This idea can already be found in a paper by Rounds [Rou70a], where it was used in order to prove
the decidability of the finite range problem for top-down tree transductions.
Because of the fact that Lemma 4.1 holds only for compact trees rather than for
arbitrary trees in TSTR(S ) , a lemma is helpful which says that a bottom-up tree
transducer can be used to transform trees into compact ones without changing their
values. The proof is quite easy as proper subtrees denoting * can simply be discar-
ded (cf. the removal of *-rules from context-free grammars).
4.2. Lemma. There is an algorithm which yields for every finite set S a bottom-up
tree transducer bu:: TSTR(S )  TSTR(S ) such that bu is a total function and, for all
t # TSTR(S ) , bu(t) is compact and valSTR(S )(bu(t))=valSTR(S )(t).
Proof. Let bu=(7STR(S ) , 7STR(S ) , [#* , #], R, [#* , #]), where R consists of the
rules
*  #* *,
a  # a for all a # S,
#* x1 } #* x2  #* *,
#* x1 } # x2  # x2 ,
# x1 } #* x2  # x1 ,
# x1 } # x2  # (x1 } x2).
Clearly, bu is deterministic and total. By an obvious induction on t # TSTR(S ) it
follows that t *bu # t$ for some compact t$ # TSTR(S ) with valSTR(S )(t$)=valSTR(S )(t)
if valSTR(S )(t){*, and t *bu #* * otherwise. Since bu is deterministic, there are no
further derivations in either case. Together with the fact that both states are final this
completes the proof. K
In order to be able to prove the main lemma of this section, namely that
valMON(S ) b td b Y2 can be transformed into valSTR(S ) b {2 , a technical lemma is proved
first. This lemma analyses the different types of derivations # t *td t$ of the top-down
tree transducer td, with respect to a decomposition t0[t1 } } } tk] of t. Intuitively, t$ is
either produced by a derivation that takes place in t0 , or there is an i in [k] such that
t$=t$0[t$i] consists of an upper part t$0 # T 7$ (X1) (where 7$ is the monadic output
signature) of which the corresponding derivation takes place in t0 and yields t$0[#$ xi]
and a lower part t$i produced by a derivation that takes place in ti , starting with #$ ti .
Recall that T 7$ (X1) is the set of all trees in T7$ (X1) that contain exactly one
occurrence of x1 .
4.3. Lemma. Let td=(7, 7$, 1, R, #0) be a top-down tree transducer, where 7$ is
monadic. Let t=t0[t1 } } } tk], where t0 # T7 (Xk) and t i # T7 (X ) for all i # [k]. Then,
for every state # # 1 and every tree t$ # T7$ (1(X )) there is a derivation # t *td t$ if and
only if
(i) t$ # T7$ and # t0 *td t$, or
(ii) there are i # [k] and #$ # 1 such that t$=t$0[t$i] for some t$0 # T 7$ (X1) and
t$i # T7$ (1(X )) with # t0 *td t$0[#$ x i] and #$ ti *td t$i .
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Proof. For arbitrary trees s0 , ..., sn and s$0 , by the definition of derivation,
s0 *td s$0 implies s0[s1 } } } sn] *td s$0[s1 } } } sn], because this holds for every single
derivation step. Therefore, the if-direction of the statement is valid.
For the other direction, the proof is by induction on t0 . If t0=x i then we may set
#$=#, t$0 =x1 , and t$i =t$, which yields t$0[t$i]=t$i =t$ and # t0=# x i *td # xi=
t$0[#$ xi] as well as #$ t i=# t *td t$=t$i . Now, consider as t0 a tree f s1 } } } sl and let
# ( f x1 } } } xl)  u be the rule applied in the first step of the derivation # t *td t$.
Depending on u, we distinguish between two cases. If u # T7$ then u=t$ and thus
# t0 td t$, which is (i).
In the second case, u has the form s$0[#" xj] for some s$0 # T 7$ (X1), #" # 1, and
j # [l], since 7$ is monadic. Thus, the form of the derivation is # t td
s$0[#"(s j [t1 } } } tk])] *td s$0[sj"]=t$. By the induction hypothesis this leaves two
possibilities. If sj" # T7$ and #" sj *td sj", then t$ # T7$ and # t0=# ( f s1 } } } sl) td
s$0[#" sj] *td s$0[s j"]=t$, which is (i), again. Otherwise, #" sj *td sj$[#$ xi] and
#$ t i *td t$i for some i # [k] and #$ # 1, where sj"=s j$[t$i], s$j # T 7$ (X1), and
t$i # T7$ (1(X )). Thus, one can define t$0 =s$0[s$j], which is an element of T 7$ (X1), in
order to obtain
t$=s$0[s j"]=s$0[s$j [t$i]]=t$0[t$i],
# t0=# ( f s1 } } } sl) wtd s$0[#" sj] w
V
td
s$0[s$j [#$ xi]]=t$0[#$ xi],
and #$ ti *td t$i . This means that (ii) holds, which completes the proof. K
Now, the key lemma of this section, and afterwards the main theorem, can be
proved.
4.4. Lemma. There is an algorithm that takes as input a 7-derived signature 2 and
a top-down tree transducer td:: T7  TMON(S ) (where S is a set), and yields a tree trans-
duction {T2_TSTR(S) in TB+ such that valSTR(S ) b {=valMON(S ) b td b Y2 .
Proof. Let td=(7, 7$, 1, R, #0) with 7$=7MON(S ) (in particular, assume
without loss of generality that 7 and S are finite). The tree transduction { to be con-
structed will have the form td $ b rel, where rel:: T2  T2 is a deterministic relabelling
and td$:: T2  TSTR(S ) is a top-down tree transducer. Thus, { is in fact an element of
the class TDR mentioned in the proof of Lemma 3.5. As for rel, choose the relabelling
given by Lemma 3.10. Thus, rel(s) is defined if and only if Y2(s) is defined, and in this
case rel(s)=s. Consequently, it suffices to construct td$ in such a way that
valSTR(S ) b td $(s)=valMON(S ) b td b Y2(s) for all s # T2 on which Y2 is defined.
The construction of td$ is based on the following intuition. Basically, the situation
to be considered is that td b Y2 is applied to an input tree of the form _k s0 } } } sk , which
leads to an input tree t=t0[t1 } } } tk] for td, where valY2(si)=t i for i=0, ..., k. Con-
sider a computation of td on this tree, starting in state #. Since 7$ is monadic, Lemma
4.3 states that the computation corresponds to a path through t that either lies com-
pletely within t0 (which is the less interesting case), or eventually reaches a variable
xi of t0 (that is, the root of ti) in a state #$ and proceeds in t i . In the latter case the out-
put tree has the form t$0[t$i], where # t0 *td t$0[#$ xi] and #$ ti *td t$i . In order to com-
pute valMON(S )(t$0[t$i]) on input _k s0 } } } sk , td$ must process the subtrees s0 and si
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independently. Therefore, a guess-and-verify strategy is needed in order to find out the
state #$ and the index i. Hence, td$ will have states (#, i, #$) , which indicate that the
part of the original computation taking place in t0 starts in state # and eventually
reaches one of the occurrences of xi in state #$. In addition, the state # of 1 is used to
indicate that the computation starts in that state and does not reach any variable.
Since valMON(S )(t$0[t$i])=valMON(S )(t$0[*]) } valMON(S )(t$i ), the rule of td$ which
reflects the situation discussed above turns out to be # (_k xk+1 x1 } } } xk) 
((#, i, #$) xk+1) } (#$ x i).
The discussion amounts to the following formal construction of td$=
(2, 7STR(S ) , 1 $, R$, #0). As 1 $ the set 1 _ [(#, i, #$) | #, #$ # 1 and i # [+(2)]] is
chosen (where it is assumed without loss of generality that the union is a disjoint one).
The set R$ is determined as follows.
1. For every rule # ( f x1 } } } xn)  t in R with cf # 2, if t # T7$ then R$ contains
a rule # cf  t$ with valSTR(S )(t$)=valMON(S )(t). Otherwise, t has the form t0[#$ xi]
for some i # [n], #$ # 1, and t0 # T 7$ (X1). In this case R$ contains a rule
(#, i, #$) cf  t$ with valSTR(S )(t$)=valMON(S )(t0[*]).
2. For every projection symbol ?i # 2 and every # # 1 the rule (#, i, #) ?i  * is
in R$.
3. For every substitution symbol _k # 2 and every # # 1 the following rules are
in R$:
# (_k xk+1 x1 } } } xk)  # xk+1 ,
# (_k xk+1 x1 } } } xk)  (#, j, #") xk+1 } #" xj
for all #" # 1 and j # [k],
(#, i, #$) (_k xk+1 x1 } } } xk)  (#, j, #") xk+1 } (#", i, #$) xj
for all #$, #" # 1, j # [k], and i # [+(2)],
(#, i, #$) (_k xk+1 x1 } } } xk)  (#, i, #$) xk+1 } *
for all #$ # 1 and all i # [k+1, ..., +(2)].
It is convenient to prove first the following claim which makes it possible to assume
that _+(2) is the only substitution symbol appearing in the considered input trees of
td $.
Claim 1. Let s=_k s0 } } } sk # T2 and s^=_+(2) s0 } } } s+(2) , where s i=?i for all
i # [k+1, ..., +(2)]. For every state # # 1 $ and every tree s$ # TSTR(S ) , # s *td$ s$ if
and only if # s^ *td$ s$.
(O) The only derivation step # s td$ s" such that # s^ td$ s" does not follow
directly from the definition of R$ is (#, i, #$) s td$ (#, i, #$) s0 } * (with i>k), but in
this case there is a derivation (#, i, #$) s^ td$ (#, i, #$) s0 } (#$, i, #$) ? i td$
(#, i, #$) s0 } *.
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(o) There are two types of derivation steps # s^ td$ s" such that # s td$ s"
does not hold. The first is # s^ td$ (#, j, #$) s0 } #" ?j with # # 1 and j>k. Since no rule
applies to #" ?j the assumed derivation # s^ *td$ s$ cannot start with such a step, due
to the fact that s$ # TSTR(S ) . The second possibility is a derivation step of the form
(#, i, #$) s^ td$ (#, j, #") s0 } (#", i, #$) ?j with j>k. If this can be extended to a
derivation of s$ # TSTR(S ) , a rule must apply to (#", i, #$) ?j , which is not the
case unless #"=#$ and j=i. Thus, up to a reordering of derivation steps, the deriva-
tion has the form (#, i, #$) s^ td$ (#, i, #$) s0 } (#$, i, #$) ? i td$ (#, i, #$) s0 } *
*td$ s$. Hence, the required derivation is # s=(#, i, #$) s td$ (#, i, #$) s0 } * *td$ s$,
which proves Claim 1.
Due to the choice of the initial state of td$ (which is the initial state of td) the
proof can now be finished by showing the following claim.
Claim 2. Let s # T2 with valY2(s)=t. Then the following two statements hold.
(1) For all # # 1 and t$ # T7$ there is a derivation # t *td t$ if and only if
# s *td$ s$ for a tree s$ # TSTR(S ) with valSTR(S )(s$)=valMON(S )(t$).
(2) For all (#, i, #$) # 1 $ and all t$ # T 7$ (X1) there is a derivation
# t *td t$[#$ x i] if and only if (#, i, #$) s *td$ s$ for some s$ # TSTR(S ) with
valSTR(S )(s$)=valMON(S )(t$[*]).
The proof of the claim proceeds by induction on s. If s=cf # 2 then both equiva-
lences follow immediately from the definition of R$. If s=?i # 2 then t=xi . Hence,
there is only one derivation starting at # t, namely the one of length 0, which always
exists. Consequently, none of the two parts of the equivalence in (1) is fulfilled, that
is, (1) holds. In (2), the required derivations, namely # xi *td #$ xi (with t$=x1) and
(#, i, #$) ?i *td$ *, both exist if and only if #=#$, and we have valSTR(S )(*)=*=
valMON(S )(x1[*]). Hence, (2) holds for s=?i .
Now suppose s=_k s0 } } } sk , and that the claim holds for s0 , ..., sk . Let
t=t0[t1 } } } tk] with t i=valY2(si) for i=0, ..., k. For the proof it may be assumed
that k=+(2). Otherwise, by Claim 1 one could consider s^=_+(2) s0 } } } s+(2) instead
of s, where si=?i for i=k+1, ..., +(2). (Notice that the induction hypothesis can
be assumed for sk+1 , ..., s+(2) since (1) and (2) have already been proved for trees
of the form ?i .) Thus, t0 # T7 (Xk) and hence Lemma 4.3 is applicable.
(1) Let us consider the two directions separately.
(O) By Lemma 4.3 there are two cases concerning the derivation # t *td t$.
In the first, # t0 *td t$. By the definition of R$ there is a derivation step # s td$ # s0 ,
and the induction hypothesis yields a tree s$ # TSTR(S ) such that # s0 *td$ s$ and
valSTR(S )(s$)=valMON(S )(t$), as required. In the second case, # t0 *td t$0[#" x j] for
some j # [k], and #" tj td t$j for trees t$0 # T 7$ (X1) and t$j # T7$ with t$=t$0[t$j]. By
the definition of R$ it holds that # s td$ (#, j, #") s0 } #" sj , and the induction
hypothesis yields trees s$0 , s$j # TSTR(S ) such that (#, j, #") s0 *td$ s$0 , #" s j *td$ s$j ,
valSTR(S )(s$0 )=valMON(S )(t$0[*]), and valSTR(S )(s$j )=valMON(S )(t$j ). Therefore,
choosing s$=s$0 } s$j one obtains # s *td$ s$ and valSTR(S )(s$)=valMON(S )(t$0[*]) }
valMON(S )(t$j )=valMON(S )(t$) because t$0 # T 7$ (X1).
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(o) This time the first rule applied in the derivation # s *td$ s$ determines
the two cases to be considered. In the first case, # s td$ # s0 *td$ s$ and
valSTR(S )(s$)=valMON(S )(t$). By the induction hypothesis, # t0 *td t$ and thus,
using Lemma 4.3, # t *td t$. In the second case, # s td$ (#, j, #") s0 } #" sj *td$
s$0 } s$j =s$ for some j # [k]. Furthermore, since valMON(S )(t$)=valSTR(S )(s$), t$ has
the form t$=t$0[t$j] with valMON(S )(t$0[*])=valSTR(S )(s$0 ) and valMON(S )(t$j )=
valSTR(S )(s$j ), where t$0 # T 7$ (X1). Hence, the induction hypothesis yields
# t0 *td t$0[#" x j] and #" t j *td t$j , which by Lemma 4.3 implies # t *td t$.
(2) Again, the two directions are separated.
(O) If # t *td t$[#$ xi] and t$ # T 7$ (X1) (that is, the subtree #$ xi indeed
occurs in t$[#$ xi]) then Lemma 4.3 implies that # t0 *td t$0[#" xj] and
#" tj *td t$j [#$ xi] with t$=t$0[t$j], for suitable j # [k], t$0 , t$j # T 7$ (X1), and #" # 1.
Thus, by the induction hypothesis, (#, j, #") s0 *td$ s$0 and (#", i, #$) sj *td$ s$j for
trees s$0 , s$j # TSTR(S ) with valSTR(S )(s$0 )=valMON(S )(t$0[*]) and valSTR(S )(s$j )=
valMON(S )(t$j [*]). Consequently, combining the given derivations one obtains
(#, i, #$) s w
td$





valSTR(S )(s$0 } s$j )=valMON(S )(t$0[*]) } valMON(S )(t$j [*])=valMON(S )(t$[*])
because t$0 # T 7$ (X1).
(o) If there is a derivation (#, i, #$) s *td$ s$ then, by the definition of R$
and the assumption that k=+(2), it must have the form (#, i, #$) s td$
(#, j, #") s0 } (#", i, #$) s j *td$ s$0 } s$j for some j # [k]. Since valMON(S )(t$[*])=
valSTR(S )(s$), t$ can be written as t$0[t$j] with valMON(S )(t$0[*])=valSTR(S )(s$0 ) and
valMON(S )(t$j [*])=valSTR(S )(s$j ). Using the induction hypothesis, # t0 *td t$0[#" xj]
and #" tj *td t$j [#$ xi]. Now, Lemma 4.3 yields the required derivation
# t *td t$[#$ x i]. K
We are finally able to prove the decidability result all the effort of this section
aimed at.
4.5. Theorem. There is an algorithm that decides on input T # R-TBY+ whether
T is finite. In addition, if the answer is yes, the algorithm computes the elements
of T.
Proof. Let T=range({) and consider first the case { # TB+. For this case, an
algorithm which decides whether T is finite works as follows.6 Suppose {T7_T7$
for finite signatures 7 and 7$. As observed above, paths7$ is (effectively) a top-down
tree transduction. By Lemma 3.5 it is therefore possible to construct a linear top-
down tree transducer td and a deterministic relabelling rel such that td b rel=
paths7$ b {. By [Eng77, Theorem 2.8] lTD b dRELAB=lBU (which is shown by the
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6 The following algorithm was already presented in [Eng75b]. It is an extension of the proof by
Rounds [Rou70a] which shows that the finiteness of ranges of top-down tree transductions is decidable.
use of an effective construction), so one can algorithmically build a linear bottom-
up tree transducer bu such that bu=paths7$ b {. Obviously, range(bu)=paths7$ (T )
is finite if and only if T is finite. Therefore, the finiteness of T can be decided by the
use of Lemma 3.15. Thus, we have just proved the following claim.
Claim 1. There is an algorithm which takes as input a tree transduction
{ # TB+ and decides whether range({) is finite.
Now, in order to handle the general case { # TBY+ the idea is to use Lemma 4.4
in order to reduce the number of tree transductions Y2 which occur in the defini-
tion of { one by one until none is left and the algorithm above can be applied. To
this end, let TBY(n) (n # N) denote the set of all tree transductions {={m b } } } b {1
for {1 , ..., {m # TBY, such that at most n elements of YIELD occur among {1 , ..., {m .
The following claim is proved next.
Claim 2. There is an algorithm that takes as input a tree transduction
{ # TBY+ and yields a tree transduction {$ # TBY+ such that
(1) range({$) is finite if and only if range({) is finite and
(2) if { # TBY(n+1) for n # N then {$ # TBY(n) .7
To prove Claim 2, suppose {T7_T7$ (where 7, 7$ are finite signatures) is
given as {0 b Y2 b {1 for some {0 # TB+ and {1 # TBY (n) . As observed above, range({)
is finite if and only if range( paths7$ b {) is finite. Using Lemma 3.5 and the fact that
paths7$ is a top-down tree transduction, one can construct a linear top-down tree
transducer td and a deterministic relabelling rel such that td b rel=paths7$ b {0 and
hence td b rel b Y2 b {1=paths7$ b {. By Lemma 3.11 this means paths7$ b {=td b Y2$ b
{$1 for some derived signature 2$ and a tree transduction {$1 # TBY(n) (which can be
constructed algorithmically). Hence, by composing the tree transductions given by
Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.2 a tree transduction {2 # TB+ is obtained such that
range({2)TSTR(7$) is a set of compact trees and valSTR(7$) b {2 b {$1=valMON(7$) b
td b Y2$ b {$1=valMON(7$) b paths7$ b {. Lemma 4.1 says that range(valSTR(7$) b {2 b {$1)
is finite if and only if range({2 b {$1) is finite. Together with the fact that valMON(7$)
is a bijection (and thus does not affect finiteness) it follows that range({2 b {$1) is
finite if and only if range({) is finite. This completes the proof of Claim 2 since
{2 b {$1 # TBY(n) .
Now, the complete finiteness test iterates the algorithm given by Claim 2 until the
obtained tree transduction is an element { of TB+ and then applies the algorithm
of Claim 1 in order to decide whether range({ ) is finite.
It remains to be shown that T=range({) can be computed if it is finite. The
specification of { in the input reveals a finite signature 7$ such that TT7$ . Now,
choose some recursive enumeration (Ti) i # N of the finite subsets of T7$ such that
&Ti &&Ti+1& for all i # N, where &Ti&=t # Ti |t|. Clearly, because of the finiteness
of 7$ such an enumeration exists and can be chosen algorithmically. Furthermore,
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7 Here, { # TBY(n+1) should be read as ‘‘{ is specified in the input by the use of at most n+1 members
of the class YIELD.’’ Similarly, {$ # TBY(n) means that the description of {$ in the output contains at
most n elements of YIELD.
since Ti (i # N) is finite, it is regular and hence its complement T7$"Ti is (effectively)
a regular tree language; see [GS84]. Thus, by Lemma 3.13, one can construct a
relabelling reli such that dom(reli)=T7$"Ti .
Now, TTi if and only if reli b {=<, which can be decided by Lemma 3.14.
Hence, by enumeration one can compute the index i0 being the smallest i # N with
TTi , which must exist due to the finiteness of T. In fact, since &Ti &<&Ti0 & for
all i # N with Ti % Ti0 it follows that Ti0 is the smallest of the sets Ti (i # N) covering
T, which means T=Ti0 and thus completes the proof. K
5. THE FINITENESS OF RANGES OF TBY+ COMPUTABLE RELATIONS
In this section generalizations of Theorem 4.5 to the so-called TBY+ definable
sets and to the images of TBY+ definable sets under TBY+ computable relations
(see, for example, [Dre96c, Dre96a, Eng94]) are established. Roughly speaking, a
set is TBY+ definable if it is the image of a tree language in R-TBY+ under the
valuation mapping of an algebra. The precise definition is as follows.
5.1. Definition (TBY+ definability). Let A be a 7-algebra. A set LA is
TBY+ definable in A if there is a tree language T # R-TBY+7 such that L=valA(T ).
In this case, T is said to define L in A.
As a special case of TBY+ definability, all equational subsets of an algebra A in
the sense of Mezei and Wright [MW67] are TBY+ definable in A. This is because
the equational subsets are exactly the sets which can be defined in A by regular tree
languages [MW67, Theorem 5.5], and by Lemma 3.13 the regular tree languages
are contained in R-TBY+. Furthermore, also the IO- and OI-equational subsets of
A (see [ES78, Corollaries 5.11 and 5.18]), which are the sets definable in A by IO-
and OI-context-free tree languages, are TBY+ definable in A. The reason is that
every context-free tree language is in R-TBY+ (see the discussion of R-TBY+ after
Example 3.9). The same holds for n-level equational subsets of A, which are defined
by the tree languages from the IO and OI hierarchies (see [ES78, Section 7]).
The second concept to be introduced is the TBY+ computability of relations. To
our knowledge, the first explicit discussion of this idea can be found in the introduc-
tion of [Eng80], where it is presented as one of the main motivations to study tree
transductions. Implicitly, the idea occurred already in an example by Rounds
[Rou70a, p. 260]. Moreover, the main result of [Eng78] can be interpreted as a
result about a special kind of TBY+ computability. The definition given in this
paper is mainly taken from [Dre96a]. For an informal explanation consider Exam-
ple 3.2. The intuitive interpretation of this example is that the tree transduction td
computes the negation of a boolean value. This was already mentioned in the exam-
ple itself: If A and B are the 7- and 7$-algebras with domain [true, false] obtained
by choosing the standard interpretation of the symbols in 7 and 7$, then a tree
with valA(t)=v is mapped to a tree t$ # TB satisfying valB(t$)=c v.
Generalizing this example, one may consider arbitrary algebras A and B and a
relation rA_B. Then, a tree transduction {TA_TB is said to compute r if for
every tree t # TA the interpretation valB({(t)) of {(t) in B yields r(valA(t)). This can
be depicted by a commuting diagram as in Fig. 2. Note that it does not suffice to
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FIG. 2. Computability of a relation r by a tree transduction {.
have r=[(valA(t), valB(t$)) | (t, t$) # {] because the requirement is that, for a # A,
r(a) is obtained by applying valB b { to any tree t # TA which represents a. If a tree
transduction { # TBY+ satisfying these requirements exists, the relation r in ques-
tion is said to be TBY+ computable.
There is, however, one difficulty that makes it seem reasonable to use a slightly
more general definition of TBY+ computability than the one suggested above.
Often, it is quite natural to consider relations between algebras which are not small.
The mapping computed by the tree transduction in Example 3.2, for instance,
makes as much sense if A contains infinitely many boolean operations (such as, for
example, the and operation with any number of arguments).
However, a single tree transduction cannot handle infinitely many different input
symbols, which means that the ideas indicated above do not apply in these situa-
tions. Thus, in order to be able to deal with non-small algebras as well, the
requirements must be weakened. For this, consider again Example 3.2 and suppose
A is replaced with any other small algebra A$ over [true, false]. It is well known
that the operations of A$ can be expressed in terms of 7, 6, c, and true. Thus,
making use of deMorgan’s laws as in the example one can build a similar top-down
tree transduction working on the trees in TA$ . In other words, if A is not small
then one cannot construct a single tree transduction that computes negation on
arbitrary input trees in TA , but for every small subalgebra
8 A$ of A such a tree
transduction can (effectively) be constructed. Therefore, if rA_B is a relation,
the definition of TBY+ computability given below requires that a tree transduction
{ # TBY+ can be constructed for every small subalgebra A$ of the input algebra A,
such that { computes r on A$, that is, valB({(t))=r(valA$ (t)) for all t # TA$ . In this
sense, negation is TBY+ computable with respect to A and B, where A is the
algebra with domain [true, false] and all boolean operations.
For the formal discussion the following notational abbreviation is convenient.
Consider a tree transduction {TA_TB , where A and B are algebras. Then,
({) BTA_B denotes the relation given by ({) B=valB b {. Thus, ({) B is the
tree transduction { viewed under the interpretation of output trees as determined by
B. Now, the precise definition of the concept of TBY+ computability can be given.
5.2. Definition (TBY+ computability). Let A and B be algebras and let
rA_B. A tree transduction {TA$_TB , where A$ is a small subalgebra of A,
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8 Recall from Section 2.4 that a subalgebra A$ of A is an algebra with the same domain as A which
contains fewer operations.
computes r with respect to A$ and B if ({) B=r b valA$ . The relation r is TBY+
computable with respect to A and B if there is an algorithm that takes as input the
signature of a small subalgebra A$ of A and yields a tree transduction { # TBY+
which computes r with respect to A$ and B.
Some comments on this definition should be given. First, it is clear that one can
define in the same way a general notion of C computability, where C is an arbitrary
class of tree transductions. In fact, in [Dre96a, Dre96b] an even more general
variant is introduced in order to allow for the computation of relations
r(A1_ } } } _Ak)_B (which requires a sort of tree transduction that transforms
k input trees into one output tree). As discussed in [Dre96a, Secs. 3.3 and 3.4] the
case C=dtTD (of deterministic and total top-down tree transductions) yields a
notion which is roughly equivalent to the notions of compatibility known from
[HKV91] and [Hab92, Chap. VII] and of inductive computability studied in
[CM93]. The tree automata with cost functions introduced in [Sei94b] correspond
to C=BU, and those with multidimensional cost functions lead to the more general
case that C=dtTD b BU.
The second remark concerns the fact that only effective TBY+ computability is
considered in this paper: Definition 5.2 requires the existence of an algorithm that
yields a description of { on input 7A$ . Note that it is indeed enough to give as
input the signature of A$ because the interpretation of symbols is determined by
A and is thus fixed. Notice that things get much simpler if A is small itself. In
this case the effectivity requirement is trivially satisfied and there is no need to
consider the small subalgebras A$ of A. Instead, it is necessary and sufficient
to show that a tree transduction { # TBY+ exists which computes r with respect to
A and B. This is due to the fact that the restriction { & (T7_TB) of { to a
subsignature 7 of 7A is again an element of TBY+ (which is obvious, but
follows also from Lemma 3.13 and the fact that T7 is regular for finite signa-
tures 7).
Finally, the reader should realize that the question whether a given relation is
TBY+ computable depends on the considered algebras, that is, on the operations
available. Therefore, it makes no sense to say a relation as such (that is, without
reference to the considered algebras) is TBY+ computable. Intuitively, turning to
input algebras with more powerful sets of operations makes the number of TBY+
computable relations decrease because the semantics of the input trees becomes
harder to deal with. By contrast, if an output algebra is replaced with another one
having more powerful operations, then the number of TBY+ computable relations
is likely to increase. Intuitively, this is because the operations of the output algebra
provide the ‘‘vocabulary’’ one can use to express computations. Because of this
dependency let us agree on the convention that, whenever a relation is denoted as
rA_B, where A and B are algebras, saying that r would be TBY+ computable
means that r is TBY+ computable with respect to A and B. A similar remark
applies to TBY+ definable sets. If a set L is explicitly introduced as a subset of A,
where A is an algebra, saying that L would be TBY+ definable means that L is
TBY+ definable in A. If there is reason to suspect confusion the considered
algebras shall explicitly be mentioned, however.
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Two of the lemmas of Sections 3 and 4 can now be reformulated in order to see
that they do in fact provide examples of TBY+ computability. Lemma 3.11 holds
as well if Y2 and Y2$ are replaced with valY2 and valY2$ , respectively, which is true
by the definition of Y2 and the fact that tree transductions like the involved
relabelling rel are defined only on trees without variables (using Lemma 3.10).
Thus, a slightly adapted version of Lemma 3.11 states that a deterministic relabel-
ling relT7_T7$ can be computed by a (possibly nondeterministic) relabelling
rel $T2_T2$ with respect to Y2 and Y2$ .
In a similar way, Lemma 4.4 turns out to be an example as it states that, for
every top-down tree transducer td:: T7  TMON(S ) , valMON(S ) b td is TBY+ com-
putable with respect to Y2 and STR(S ) by a tree transduction { # TB+. As td we
may, for instance, choose paths7 (and thus S=7). Then, the computed relation is
the set of all pairs (t, w) # T7_S* such that w consists of the labels on a path from
the root of t to one of its leaves. In fact, Lemma 4.4 says that this relation is TBY+
computable even if 2 would be an infinite 7-derived signature (with Y2 replaced by
the appropriate non-small algebra) since the required tree transduction { can be
constructed effectively for every finite subsignature of such a 2.
Further examples are given below.
5.3. Example (Mapping computed by top-down tree transductions). A simple
example of computability by top-down tree transductions is the following. Consider
the algebra STR(N) and let f : N*  N* be the mapping that sorts a string of
natural numbers by size. Thus, for instance, f (5 } 3 } 513 } 3 } 0)=0 } 3 } 3 } 5 } 513.
Now, for a small subalgebra A of STR(N) only finitely many numbers are con-
stants of A and these numbers can surely be determined algorithmically from the
signature of A. Say, S=[i1 , ..., in] is the set of these numbers, with i1< } } } <in .
In addition, * may be a constant of A, so suppose the set of constants of A is
S _ [*]. Then, a deterministic and total top-down tree transducer td=
(7A , 7A , S _ [#0], R, #0) computing f can be built as follows.
The set R contains the rule #0(x1 } x2)  (i1 x1 } i1 x2) } } } (in x1 } in x2) and for
every constant s of A the rule #0 s  s. Furthermore, R contains the rule
i(x1 } x2)  (i x1) } (i x2) for every i # S, and for every constant s of A and every
i # S the rule i s  s if s=i and the rule i s  * otherwise.
Intuitively, the state i just deletes all symbols except i ’s. Taking into account the
rules for the initial state it should thus be clear that td serves its purpose, that is,
(td ) STR(N)= f b valA . Clearly, the construction of td can be performed algo-
rithmically, the algorithm taking as input the signature of A. Hence, f is TBY+
computable with respect to STR(N) as both input and output algebra.
5.4. Example (Relation computed by top-down tree transductions). Consider
some set U of symbols and let r be the set of all pairs (w, w$) # U*_U* such that
w$ is a prefix of w; that is, w=w$ } v for some v # U*. Then, for every finite subset
S of U, r is computed with respect to STR(S ) by the tree transduction given by
td=(7STR(S ) , 7STR(S ) , [pre, copy], R, pre), where R consists of the following
rules:
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pre c  * for all c # S _ [*],
pre a  a for all a # S,
pre (x } y)  pre x,
pre (x } y)  copy x } pre y,
copy c  c for all c # S _ [*], and
copy (x } y)  copy x } copy y.
Intuitively, the state pre is used in order to compute (nondeterministically) a prefix
of the string denoted by a subtree, and copy just copies subtrees, thus computing
the identity. Obviously, a similar construction can be performed algorithmically for
every small subalgebra of STR(U ). Thus, r is TBY+ computable with respect to
STR(U ) and STR(U ).
5.5. Example (TBY+ computable mappings). As an example involving YIELD
transductions, consider the tree transduction {TA_TB discussed in Example 3.8.
It should be clear that { computes the identity on N+ with respect to the 7- and
7$-algebras A and B, where 7$ contains as symbols only + and 1, and 7 contains
} in addition (these three symbols being interpreted as addition, one, and multi-
plication, respectively, in A and B). Now, let td=(7$, 7, [#], R, #) be the top-
down tree transducer given by the rules # (x1+x2)  (# x1) } (# x2) and # 1  1+1.
Obviously, td computes the mapping f (n)=2n on N+, with respect to B and A.
Consequently, the composed tree transduction { b td # YIELD b TB+ computes f
with respect to B and B, and { b td b { # (YIELD b TB+)2 even computes f with
respect to A and B.
It should be remarked that, in fact, tree transductions in TB+ cannot compute
f with respect to B and B. This is because the fully balanced tree t of depth n over
+ and 1 denotes the number 2n, which implies that every tree in TB denoting
f (valB(t))=22
n
must have depth at least 2n. However, it is well known (and is in
fact easy to see) that tree transductions in TB+ cannot increase the depth of input
trees by more than a constant factor. A similar argument reveals that it is
impossible to compute f with respect to A and B by a tree transduction in
YIELD b TB+. The tree t[1+1] # T7 , where t is the fully balanced tree over } and
x1 of depth n, denotes 22
n
. Consequently, f (valA(t[1+1]))=22
2n
and all trees in TB
representing this number have depth at least 22
n
. By contrast, in [EV85, Theorem
3.24] it is proved that every tree transduction { # YIELD b TB+ comes with a con-
stant c such that (t, t$) # { implies depth(t$)cdepth(t).
Thus, f can be computed by a tree transduction in TB+ with respect to B and
A but not with respect to B and B, it can be computed by a tree transduction in
YIELD b TB+ with respect to B and B but not with respect to A and B, and it
can be computed with respect to A and B using a tree transduction in
(YIELD b TB+)2.
Let us now turn to the main question addressed in this section. Suppose a TBY+
computable relation rA_B is given. Is it then possible to decide whether, for a
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set LA, the image r(L) of L under r is finite? Below, properties of the algebra
B are identified which allow one to give a positive answer to this question for all
TBY+ definable subsets L of A. Roughly speaking, the requirement to be imposed
on the algebra B is that its operations behave strictly increasing with respect to
almost all arguments. Formally this will be expressed in Definition 5.7.
At first sight it might be surprising that no restriction on the input algebra A is
needed to obtain this decidability result (as shown in [Se94b] for the result of
[HKV91]). There are two reasons for this fact. First, one should notice that a cer-
tain restriction is hidden behind the requirement saying that r shall be TBY+ com-
putable. If the algebra A contains operations which are too powerful then r may
simply not be TBY+ computable, so that the result does not apply. However, once
the TBY+ computability of r with respect to the given algebras has been estab-
lished there is indeed no restriction on A left. This is because, as stated in the
following lemma, r(L) is (effectively) TBY+ definable in B, so everything which is
needed is a finiteness test for TBY+ definable subsets of B. The lemma says that
TBY+ computable relations (effectively) preserve TBY+ definability.
5.6. Lemma. Let A and B be algebras. For every relation rA_B which is
TBY+ computable with respect to A and B, if LA is TBY+ definable in A then
r(L) is TBY+ definable in B. Furthermore, if the description of a tree language
defining L in A is given, the description of a tree language defining r(L) in B can
be computed.
Proof. Suppose TTA defines L in A, and let T=range({) for a tree transduc-
tion { # TBY+. Then TTA$ for some small subalgebra A$ of A (in fact, 7A$ is
the output signature of {). By the definition of TBY+ computability, if { (and thus
7A$) is known one can compute the description of a tree transduction {$TA$_TB
in TBY+ such that valB b {$=r b valA$ . But then T $=range({$ b {) defines r(L) in B
since r(L)=r b valA$ (T )=valB b {$(T )=valB(range({$ b {)). K
In order to formalize the properties of output algebras which are needed to prove
the decidability result mentioned above, algebras of a particular type are con-
sidered. The assumptions are the following ones.
General assumption. Up to the end of this section, let (M, O ) be an algebra M
together with a binary relation O M_M. It is assumed that the operations of M
are uniformly computable, that is, there is an algorithm yielding on input f (k) # 7M
and a1 , ..., ak # M the value f (a1 , ..., ak) # M.
The binary relation O will usually be a strict partial order, but this is not
required. The assumed uniform computability of operations in M implies in par-
ticular that valM is computable. Usually, (M, O ) is simply denoted by M. An
element m # M is bounded on MM if there is some k # N such that m1O } } } O
mn Om implies nk for all m1 , ..., mn # M (n # N). In other words, m is bounded
on M if there is a bound on the length of ascending chains in M ending with m.
From now on the output algebra will be denoted by M (instead of B), and B
will be used to denote the small subalgebras of M (and so B=M). In Definition
5.7 it will be required that the operations of every small subalgebra B of M ‘‘behave
nicely’’ with respect to their arguments, with a finite number of exceptions. To
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express this, it is convenient to associate with B a new algebra BN, where NB
is the finite set of exceptions. These sets N play a similar role as the faithful subsets
of semirings defined by Seidl in [Sei94b, p. 120].
For every small algebra B and every finite subset NB let BN be the algebra
with domain B which is obtained by adding
v all elements of N & valB(TB) as constants, and
v for all operations f : Bk  B of B, all i1 , ..., i l # [k] with i1< } } } <il (l # N),
and all a1 , ..., a l # N & valB(TB), the operation g : Bk&l  B obtained from f by
fixing the ij th argument of f as aj for all j # [l]. Formally, for all m1 , ..., , mk&l # B,
g(m1, ..., mk&l)= f (m1, ..., mi1&1 , a1 , mi1 , ..., mi2&2 , a2 , ..., mil&l , al , mil&l+1 , ..., mk&l).
Note that BN is small since B is assumed to be small and N is finite. Furthermore,
as only the elements of N which happen to be in valB(TB) are added as constants
to BN, it holds that valBN(TBN)=valB(TB), which turns out to be a convenient
property. The central notion of this section is the one of growing algebras defined
next.
5.7. Definition (Growing algebra). Let B be a small subalgebra of M and let
N be a finite subset of B such that all elements of valB(TB)"N are bounded on
valB(TB)"N. Then (B, O ) is growing modulo N if for all g(k) # 7BN one of the
following holds.
(i) There is some a # N such that g(m1 , ..., mk)=a for all m1 , ..., mk #
valB(TB)"N, or
(ii) there is some i # [k] with g(m1 , ..., mk)=mi for all m1 , ..., mk #
valB(TB)"N, or
(iii) miOg(m1 , ..., mk) for all m1 , ..., mk # valB(TB)"N and i # [k], and
g(m1 , ..., mk)  N for all m1 , ..., mk # valB(TB)"N.
If  is a computable mapping assigning to every small subalgebra B of M a set
modulo which (B, O ) is growing, then M is growing modulo .9 M is said to be
growing if it is growing modulo some .
The reader should notice that the requirements on g are trivially satisfied if g is
of rank 0. This is because g satisfies (i) if it is an element of N and it satisfies (iii)
otherwise. Thus, the addition of the elements of N & valB(TB) as constants of BN
has no influence on Definition 5.7, but will be convenient in proofs. Note further
the requirement that the elements of valB(TB)"N are bounded on valB(TB)"N. This
property is essential because it ensures that every element of B is represented by at
most a finite number of trees over operations satisfying requirement (iii) (see
Lemma 5.10 below), which is needed in order to apply Theorem 4.5.
Intuitively, one may say that B is growing modulo N if every operation of BN
is either constant, a projection, or strictly increasing on valB(TB)"N. It must be
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9 The mapping  is said to be computable if there is an algorithm which computes (B) for every
small subalgebra B of M, where the input is the signature of B.
stressed that nothing is required in case any argument lies in N or outside valB(TB).
An operation of BN is said to be of type (i) if it satisfies requirement (i) above, of
type (ii) if it satisfies (ii) but not (i), and of type (iii) if it satisfies (iii) but neither
(i) nor (ii).
It will be shown in Theorem 5.12 that finiteness is decidable for TBY+ definable
subsets of M. Basically, the decision algorithm relies on the fact that, for every
small subalgebra B of M, there is a bottom-up tree transduction which translates
trees in TB into trees t # TBN such that the size of t is 1 or all of its subtrees repre-
sent values outside N which are greater than the values of their direct subtrees.
These trees are called compact. More precisely, if B is growing modulo N then a
tree t # TBN is said to be compact if |t|=1 or t(o) is of type (iii) for all o # occ(t).
The notion of compactness of trees in TSTR(S ) introduced in Section 4 turns out to
be a special case of the one introduced here: As will be discussed in a little more
detail below, STR(S ) is growing modulo [*] (if S is finite) and t # TSTR(S )[*] is
compact if it is a tree in TSTR(S ) that does not contain any occurrence of * unless
it equals *.
As one can easily show by induction on the size of trees, for every tree t # TB
there exists an equivalent compact tree t$ # TBN . This is because trees of size 1 are
compact by definition, and for f t1 } } } tk , where t1 , ..., tk are compact, one can
reason as follows. Obtain g tj1 } } } tjn by fixing the i th argument of f as valBN(t i) for
all i # [k] for which this value lies in N, where g is the operation of BN this yields
and t j1 , ..., tjn are the subtrees with values not in N. Then either g is of type (iii) and
thus g tj1 } } } tjn is compact, or g is of type (ii) and thus valBN(g tj1 } } } tjn)=valBN(tji)
for some i # [n], or g is of type (i) and thus valBN(g tj1 } } } tjn)=valBN(a) for some
a # N (and the tree a is compact by definition).
Examples of growing algebras are easy to find. Observe that, as one would cer-
tainly expect, a small algebra M is growing if it is growing modulo a set N, because
one may then choose (B)=N for all subalgebras B of M. As a first example,
choose as M the (small) algebra N with domain N whose operations are 0, 1, +
(addition), and } (multiplication), where O is the usual order < on N. This is
(almost) the algebra for which the decidability result was proved in [HKV91].
M is easily seen to be growing modulo N=[0, 1]:10 Both + and } are of type (iii).
Fixing one of the arguments of } as 0 leads to case (i) with a=0, and fixing one
of its arguments as 1 yields the identity on N, which is a special case of (ii). If one
of the arguments of + is 0, again the identity is obtained, and if it is 1 we are in
case (iii). Of course, fixing both arguments of } or + yields a constant and hence
type (i) or (iii). For N[0, 1] the trees 0, 1, +1 2, (2 } 2)+2, for instance, are compact
(where +a is the unary mapping given by +a(n)=a+n). Notice that 2 is a con-
stant in this algebra as 2=1+1. The tree (+0 2) } 2, for example, is not compact
since +0 is not of type (iii), and 1 } 2 is not compact either, as the constant 1 is not
of type (iii).
One can add to N an exponentiation operation exp: N2  N with exp(x, y)=
x y, yielding an algebra N$. Still, N$ is growing modulo [0, 1]. In fact, the example
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10 Alternatively, one can choose N _ [] as the domain, with the usual extensions of + and } to
N _ [] and with nO for all n # N. Then one has to set N=[0, 1, ].
may be generalized further, using a variant of the Ackermann generalized exponen-
tial, as follows. Let N" be the algebra with domain N, constants 0 and 1, and all
operations fk : N2  N (k # N), where fk(x, y)= f (k, x, y) and, for all k, x, y # N,
f (0, x, y)=y+x,
f (1, 0, y)=0,
f (k+2, 0, 0)=0,
f (k+2, 0, y+1)=1, and
f (k+1, x+1, y)=f (k, f (k+1, x, y), y).
Note that f1(x, y)= y } x and f2(x, y)= yx (with 00=0). It is not hard to verify that
N" is growing modulo , where (B)=[0, 1] for all small subalgebras B of N".
The function f is a slightly modified version of the Ackermann generalized exponen-
tial as discussed by Rogers [Rog87, p. 8]. The difference is that we take
f (k, 0, 0)=0 whereas the definition by Rogers has f (k, 0, 0)=1 for k2. The
modification affects only the value of f (k, x, 0) and in fact yields f (k, x, 0)=0 for
all x1. The other values are not affected because the last argument positions of
all f ’s in the recursive equation are identical, which implies that the third equation
is not used when computing f (k, x, y) for y1. Without the modification
f (k+3, x, 0) equals 1 if x is even and 0 otherwise, which means that fk+3(x, 0)
alternates between 1 and 0, so that fk+3(&, 0) does not fulfill (i), (ii), or (iii) of
Definition 5.7.
Notice, however, that a maximum operator cannot be added to N because this
operation does not satisfy any of (i)(iii). The results of this section are first proved
for growing algebras. Afterwards it is shown that a maximum operator can be
added if a growing algebra over N (with the usual order as O ) is considered.
A simple nonnumerical example which was already mentioned is the algebra
STR(S ) of strings over a set S of symbols, where uOv for strings u and v if
|u|<|v|. As STR(S ) is not small if S is infinite, in this case a mapping  must be
provided modulo which STR(S ) is growing. As in the example above, it suffices
to take as  a constant mapping, namely the one that yields [*] for all arguments.
Then, concatenation is of type (iii), and if one of its arguments is fixed to be the
empty string, the identity is obtained. Quite easily, this example can be generalized
to trees. Let A be the algebra whose domain is the set of all trees t with
[t(o) # X | o # occ(t)]=X1 and whose operations are all these trees (as constants)
and b(2) given by t b t$=t[t$] for all t, t$ # A. Then, ordering trees by size, the
algebra A turns out to be growing. The required mapping  yields [x1] for all
small subalgebras of A.
As another example, consider as M the following algebra. Its domain M is the
set of all finite multisets S of natural numbers, that is, the set of all mappings
S: N  N such that S(m)=0 for almost all m # N. (S is the multiset in which each
m # N occurs S(m) times. Its cardinality is |S |=m # N S(m). A set is the special
case where S(m) # [0, 1] for all m # N.) As constants M contains all elements of M,
and as binary operations _ and +. Here, for S, S$ # M, S _ S$ is the usual multiset
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union S" of S and S$ with S"(m)=S(m)+S$(m), and + is elementwise addition,
that is, S+S$=S" with S"(m)=k+l=m S(k) S$(l ) for all m # N. Clearly, _ and
+ are both commutative. Now, define &S&=m # N (m+1) S(m) and let SOS$ if
&S&<&S$&. Obviously, every S # M is bounded on M because &S&=k implies that
|S |k and each element of S is smaller than k. Furthermore, S _ <=S and
&S _ S$&>&S& if S${<. As for the + operation, S+<=<, S+[0]=S, and for
all S, S$  [<, [0]] the inequality &S+S$&>&S& holds. The latter is true since
&S+S$&&S& } |S$|&S&+|S$|&1 and &S+S$&&S&+m for every m # S$ (note
that S$  [<, [0]] means |S$|>1 or S$ contains an element m1). Altogether, it
follows that M is growing modulo , where  is the constant mapping yielding
[<, [0]] for every small subalgebra of M.
Finally, in order to give an example which requires a slightly more interesting
mapping , consider as M the algebra with domain N (equipped with the usual
order < as O) that contains as operations the constant 0 (zero), the binary opera-
tions + and } (addition and multiplication), and all unary operations ltk and maxk
(k # N). Here, ltk(n)=1 for n<k and ltk(n)=0 otherwise, whereas maxk(n)=
max[k, n] for all n # N. Now, if B is a small subalgebra of M let (B)=
[0, ..., l&1], where l is the smallest index >1 such that kl for all operations ltk
and maxk of B. By this choice of (B), ltk(n)=0 and maxk(n)=n for all operations
ltk , maxk of B and all n # N"(B). Together with the already mentioned properties
of + and } this shows that B is growing modulo (B). Clearly,  is computable,
so M is growing modulo .
Concerning the definition of growing algebras there are two basic facts that are
required in order to be able to handle growing algebras algorithmically. The first
says that one can always assume without loss of generality that (B)valB(TB).
This ensures that the operations of B(B) can be determined effectively. The second
basic fact states that the types of these operations can also be determined effectively.
These facts are proved in the following two lemmas.
5.8. Lemma. If M is growing modulo 0 then it is growing modulo the mapping
 such that (B)=0(B) & valB(TB) for all small subalgebras B of M.
Proof. Consider a small subalgebra B of M with N=0(B). By definition, the
fact that B is growing modulo N implies that it is growing modulo N & valB(TB).
Thus, it remains to be shown that (B) can be computed on input 7B . For this,
it suffices to verify the following claim:
Claim. For all a # N & valB(TB) there is a tree t # TB with valB(t)=a and
depth(t)|N|.
The claim implies that (B) can be computed since N=0(B) can be computed
by assumption and B is small (hence the set of trees in TB of depth at most |N|
is finite). For the proof, take some t # TB with valB(t)=a and depth(t)>|N|. We
shall show that there is a smaller tree t$ # TB which also denotes a. Thus, repeating
the argument finally yields a tree of depth at most |N| denoting a.
The assumption depth(t)>|N| implies that t contains a path of at least |N|+2
nodes leading from the root to a leaf. Choose one such path. There are two cases
concerning the values of subtrees rooted at the nodes on this path: either two of
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these values are equal or otherwise two of them are not in N. These two cases are
analysed below in order to complete the proof.
(1) Suppose first that t has the form t0[t1[t$1]], where t0 , t1 # T B(X1),
t1{x1 , and valB(t1[t$1])=valB(t$1). In this case, t$=t0[t$1] satisfies valB(t$)=
valB(t)=a and |t|$<|t|, as required.
(2) The second possibility is that t has the form t0[ f t1 } } } t i&1 t i [t$i] ti+1 } } } tk]
with t0 , t i # T B(X1), t i{x1 , valB(ti [t$i])  N, valB(t$i)  N, and valB( f t1 } } } ti&1
ti [t$i] ti+1 } } } tk) # N. Here, the latter can be assumed since valB(t) # N.
Let g(k&l ) be the operation of BN obtained by fixing the j th argument of f as
valB(tj) whenever valB(tj) # N. Since valB( f t1 } } } ti&1 ti [t$i] t i+1 } } } tk) # N, g must
be of type (i). Hence valB( f t1 } } } ti&1 t$i ti+1 } } } tk)=valB( f t1 } } } ti&1 ti[t$i] ti+1 } } } tk),
and so valB(t$)=valB(t)=a for t$=t0[ f t1 } } } ti&1 t$i t i+1 } } } tk] and, of course,
|t|$<|t| since ti{x1 . K
Note that, if 0 and  are as in Lemma 5.8 then B(B)=B0(B) for all small sub-
algebras B of M. In other words, the only effect of an application of the lemma is
that superfluous elements of 0(B) are discarded, while the resulting algebra
remains the same.
5.9. Lemma. Let (M, O ) be growing modulo . Then, there is an algorithm to
compute for every small subalgebra B of M with N=(B) and every operation g(k)
of BN the type (i), (ii), or (iii) of g. Furthermore, if g is of type (i) an element a # N
with g(m1 , ..., mk)=a for all m1 , ..., mk # valB(TB)"N is computed, and if g is of type
(ii) an index i # [k] with g(m1 , ..., mk)=mi for all m1 , ..., mk # valB(TB)"N is com-
puted.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case k>0 (for k=0, just test whether g is in
N or not; depending on the result, g is of type (i) or (iii)). Since B is small and valB
is computable, one can iteratively compute the finite sets S i=[valB(t) | t # TB and
depth(t)i] for i=0, 1, 2, ... until some i0 is encountered such that either
|Si0"N|2, or |Si0"N|1 and S i0=S i0+1 . If the latter happens to be the case then
Si0=valB(TB), and so the set valB(TB)"N has cardinality at most 1. If S i0N, g
is trivially of type (i) if N{< (where a # N may be chosen arbitrarily), or trivially
of type (ii) if N=< (for any index i # [k]). If Si0"N=[m], then compute
g(m, ..., m) (which is possible because the operations of M are uniformly com-
putable). If g(m, ..., m) # N then g is of type (i) with a= g(m, ..., m), and if
g(m, ..., m)=m then g is of type (ii) for any index i # [k].
Now assume that there are at least two distinct elements m0 , m1 # Si0"N. Deter-
mine the values m$0 and m$1 of g(m0 , ..., m0) and g(m1 , ..., m1), respectively. Then g
is of type (ii) if and only if m$0=m0 and m$1=m1 , because each of these equations
rules out case (iii) and together they rule out case (i). Finally, if m$0{m0 then g is
of type (i) if and only if m$0 # N. In order to complete the reasoning, note how a and
i can be obtained in case of types (i) and (ii). If g turned out to be of type (i),
a= g(m0 , ..., m0). If g is of type (ii) the required index i # [k] is the one for which
g(m0 , ..., m0
i&1 times
, m1 , m0 , ..., m0
k&i times
)=m1 . K
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The next lemma states the central property of compact trees. It says that every
infinite set of compact trees yields infinitely many different values, thus generalising
Lemma 4.1.
5.10. Lemma. Let B be a small subalgebra of M which is growing modulo N.
A set TTBN of compact trees is finite if and only if the set valBN(T ) is finite.
Proof. The ‘‘only-if ’’ direction is trivial. For the other direction it must be
shown that for all m # valBN(TBN) the set Tm=[t # TBN | valBN(t)=m and t com-
pact] is finite. Since valBN(TBN)=valB(TB) it follows by a straightforward induc-
tion that valBN(t)  N for all t # TBN consisting solely of operations of type (iii).
Therefore, valBN(t) # N implies |t|=1 for compact trees t # TBN , so Tm is finite for
m # N since BN is small. All the remaining elements m # valB(TB), that is, all
m # valB(TB)"N, are bounded on valB(TB)"N. For every tree t # Tm with
depth(t)=n there is a chain m1O } } } OmnOm in valB(TB)"N since (iii) of
Definition 5.7 yields valBN(ti1 } } } in)OvalBN(ti1 } } } in&1)O } } } OvalBN(t) for all
occurrences i1 } } } in # occ(t). Thus, the depth of trees in Tm is bounded from above
by some k # N, which reveals that Tm is finite as BN is small. K
The next lemma generalises Lemma 4.2. It shows that trees in a growing algebra
can be transformed into compact ones and is based on the same idea as Theorems
2.3 and 4.1 of [Sei94b].
5.11. Lemma. Let M be growing modulo . There is an algorithm which yields for
every small subalgebra B of M a bottom-up tree transducer bu:: TB  TB(B) such
that bu is a total function and, for all t # TB , bu(t) is compact and (bu) B (B) (t)=
valB(t).
Proof. Let N=(B)valB(TB) (where the inclusion can be assumed by
Lemma 5.8) and define bu=(7B , 7BN , 1, R, 1) as follows. The set 1 of states (all
of which are final ones) contains a state # and, for every a # N, a state #a .
Intuitively, the state #a will be used to record that the value of the subtree it con-
trols is a, and # is used for all subtrees whose values do not lie in N. Note that N
and thus 1 can be computed from 7B . In order to construct the rules consider
some operation f of arity k in B, some i1 , ..., il # [k] with i1< } } } <il (l # N), and
some a1 , ..., al # N. Let i $1 , ..., i $k&l be the indices with [i1 , ..., il] _ [i $1 , ..., i $k&l]=[k]
and i $1 < } } } <i $k&l . Let g: Bk&l  B be the operation of BN obtained by fixing the
ij th argument of f as aj for all j # [l], and let #1 , ..., #k # 1 be given by # ij=#aj for
j # [l], and #i $j=# for j # [k&l]. Then:
(1) if g is of type (i) with g(m1 , ..., mk&l)=a for all m1 , ..., mk&l # valB(TB)"N,
then the rule f (#1 x1) } } } (#k xk)  #a a is in R;
(2) if g is of type (ii) and g(m1 , ..., mk&l)=m j for all m1 , ..., mk&l # valB(TB)"N,
then the rule f (#1 x1) } } } (#k xk)  # xi $j is in R;
(3) if g is of type (iii), then the rule f (#1 x1) } } } (#k xk)  #(g xi $1 } } } xi $k& l) is in R.
Clearly, bu is a total function since bu is deterministic and total, and all states are
final ones. Observe that the rules can be determined using Lemma 5.9. Therefore,
the proof is finished if the following can be shown.
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Claim. Let s # TB . Then either s *bu #a a with valB(s)=a # N, or s *bu # t for a
compact tree t # TBN with valBN(t)=valB(s)  N.
The statement is proved by induction on the size of s, distinguishing the three
cases. Let s= f s1 } } } sk and assume s *bu f (#1 t1) } } } (#k tk), where the claim holds
for all derivations si *bu #i ti (i # [k]). In particular, t1 , ..., tk are compact. Let
[i1 , ..., il]=[i # [k] | valB(si) # N], with i1< } } } <il , and let aj=valB(sij) for all
j # [l]. Define i $1 , ..., i $k&l and g as above. By the induction hypothesis # ij tij=#aj aj
for all j # [l]; furthermore, for all j # [k&l] we have #i $j=# and valBN(ti $j)=valB(si $j).
The proof proceeds by case analysis.
(1) If g is of type (i) and g(m1 , ..., mk&l)=a for all m1 , ..., mk&l # valB(TB)"N,
by the definition of bu there is a derivation step f (#1 t1) } } } (#k tk) bu #a a. Because
of the fact that f (valB(s1), ..., valB(sk))= g(valBN(t i $1), ..., valBN(t i $k&l))=a this proves
the assertion.
(2) If g is of type (ii) and g(m1 , ..., mk&l)=m j for all m1 , ..., mk&l # valB(TB)"N,
then f (#1 t1) } } } (#k tk) bu # t i $j , which is sufficient since t i $j is compact and
valBN(t i $j)  N.
(3) Finally, if g is of type (iii) then f (#1 t1) } } } (#k tk) bu # (g ti $1 } } } ti $k&l).
Since the trees ti $j ( j # [k&l]) are compact and satisfy valBN(t i $j)  N the tree
g ti $1 } } } t i $k&l is compact and valBN(g t i $1 } } } ti $k&l)  N, and hence the assertion is
satisfied. K
We are now able to prove a first version of the decidability result aimed at in this
section.
5.12. Theorem. Let (M, O) be growing. There is an algorithm to decide for
every TBY+ definable set LM whether L is finite. In addition, if the answer is yes
the algorithm computes the elements of L.
Proof. Suppose (M, O) is growing modulo . Let T # R-TBY+ be the tree
language given in the input which defines L in M, let B be an appropriate small
subalgebra of M such that TTB , and let N=(B). If { is the bottom-up tree
transduction given by Lemma 5.11 then T $={(T ) # R-TBY+ defines L in BN and
consists of compact trees only. Therefore, by Lemma 5.10 L is finite if and only if
T $ is finite. By Theorem 4.5 it can be decided whether T $ is finite. If it is, by that
theorem one can also compute this set, and hence its image under valBN , which
equals L. K
The reader should notice that Theorem 4.5 turns out to be a special case of
Theorem 5.12. To see this, take as M the free 7-algebra (where 7 is an arbitrary
signature). Then M is growing, where O is induced by the size of trees and
(B)=< for all small subalgebras B of M. Furthermore, a set of trees is TBY+
definable in M if and only if it is an element of R-TBY+7 .
Theorem 5.12 can now be used to prove the result mentioned in the beginning
of the section, namely that it is decidable whether the image of a TBY+ definable
set under a TBY+ computable relation rA_M is finite (provided that M is
growing).
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5.13. Theorem. Let A be an algebra, let (M, O) be growing, and let rA_M
be TBY+ computable with respect to A and M. There is an algorithm to decide for
every TBY+ definable set LA whether r(L) is finite. In addition, if the answer is
yes the algorithm computes the elements of r(L).
Proof. By Lemma 5.6 r(L) is effectively TBY+ definable in M. Therefore, the
algorithm of Theorem 5.12 can be used in order to decide whether r(L) is finite and
to determine r(L) if it turns out to be finite. K
Since Theorems 5.12 and 5.13 apply to growing output algebras only, their use-
fulness is basically restricted to operations that increase their argument values in
the sense of Definition 5.7(iii). Of course, it would be very nice if this restriction
could be relaxed. In [HKV91] the binary operations + (addition), } (multiplica-
tion), and ? (maximum) on N are considered. While N together with + and } (and
arbitrary constants) forms a growing algebra, Theorem 5.13 cannot handle ?. This
is because there is no lower bound m such that ni<n1 ? n2 is satisfied for all
n1 , n2>m, and i # [1, 2]. Since there are natural examples of relations which are
TBY+ computable with respect to an output algebra over N containing the opera-
tion ? (see [HKV91]), the next objective is to show how this operation can be
handled in the general setting studied here. For this purpose, from now on an
algebra N is considered whose domain is the set N of natural numbers, equipped
with the usual order < as O. The general assumption saying that the operations
of the considered algebra are uniformly computable is now employed for N. Note
that every element of N is bounded on every subset of N, so the boundedness con-
dition of Definition 5.7 is always satisfied and need not be checked.
In the following, denote by N? the algebra N, enriched with the maximum
operator ? (and similarly for other algebras whose domain is N), which yields the
maximum of its two arguments. Furthermore, call N monotonic if for all operations
f of arity k in N and for all m1 , ..., mk , m$1 , ..., m$k # N with mim$i for all i # [k],
we have f (m1 , ..., mk) f (m$1 , ..., m$k). The statement which will be shown is that
Theorems 5.12 and 5.13 hold for N? if N is growing and monotonic. The idea is
quite simple. Since arbitrary projections are allowed as operations in N (because
these fall into category (ii) of the definition of growing algebras) one just replaces
nondeterministicallyall occurrences of ? in a computed tree with either proj1 or
proj2 , where proji : N2  N is given by proji (m1 , m2)=mi for i=1, 2 and all
m1 , m2 # N. It should be clear that this procedure retains the value of the computed
tree in case the nondeterministic guesses are just the right ones. Furthermore, if N
is monotonic, then wrong choices cannot lead to an increase of values. This is what
the next lemma states more precisely.
5.14. Lemma. Assume that N is monotonic and contains the operations proj1 and
proj2 . For t # TN? , let P(t) be the set of all trees t$ # TN such that occ(t$)=occ(t)
and for all o # occ(t) either t(o)=? and t$(o) # [ proj1 , proj2], or t$(o)=t(o){?.
Then valN?(t)=max[valN(t$) | t$ # P(t)].
Proof. The proof can be done by a straightforward induction on the tree t,
using the assumed monotonicity of N. In the induction step, for an operation
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f {? of arity k, it is used that for finite sets M1 , ..., MkN, max[ f (m1 , ..., mk) |
mi # Mi for i # [k]]= f (max M1 , ..., max Mk). K
Using Lemma 5.14 one can now derive an algorithm similar to the one in
Theorem 5.12, which is able to handle the operator ? as well, provided that N is
monotonic. However, it requires some additional reasoning in order to show that,
if we have a positive answer, the set in question can actually be computed. There-
fore, this part of the statement is postponed.
5.15. Theorem. Let N be monotonic and growing. There is an algorithm to
decide for every set L which is TBY+ definable in N? whether L is finite.
Proof. Consider a tree language T # R-TBY+ defining L in B?, where B is an
appropriate small subalgebra of N. As observed above, it may be assumed that N
and B contain the operations proj1 and proj2 . Let rel:: TB?  TB be a relabelling
such that rel(t)=P(t) for all t # TB? , where P(t) is defined as in Lemma 5.14.
Obviously, such a relabelling exists and can be computed easily: It requires a single
state # and rules f (# x1) } } } (# xn)  # ( f x1 } } } xn) for f (n) # 7B and (# x1) ? (# x2) 
# ( proji x1x2) for i=1, 2. By Lemma 5.14 L is finite if and only if (rel)B (T ) is
finite, which we can test by the use of Theorem 5.12. K
Consequently, we obtain the following variant of Theorem 5.13.
5.16. Theorem. Let A be an algebra, let N be monotonic and growing, and let
rA_N be TBY+ computable with respect to A and N?. There is an algorithm to
decide for every TBY+ definable set LA whether r(L) is finite.
Proof. The proof is the same as the one of Theorem 5.13, using Theorem 5.15
instead of Theorem 5.12. K
In order to extend the two previous theorems by a statement saying that the sets
in question can actually be computed if they are finite, two auxiliary lemmas are
needed. The first says that the sets modulo which N is growing can be made
arbitrarily large as long as they stay finite.
5.17. Lemma. Let B be a small subalgebra of N which is growing modulo NN,
and let cmax N. Then B is growing modulo [0, ..., c].
Proof. Let N$=[0, ..., c] and consider some operation f (k) of B. Let h(k&l ) be
an operation of BN$ which is obtained by fixing the ij th argument of f as
aj # N$ & valB(TB) for j # [l] (where 1i1< } } } <ilk), and let g be the operation
of BN that results from fixing only those arguments i j of f, for which a j # N. If g is
of type (i) then so is h. If g is of type (ii) then either h(m1 , ..., mk&l)=a j for some
j # [l] with aj # N$"Nand hence h is of type (i)or h is of type (ii), too.
Finally, suppose g is of type (iii) and let m1 , ..., mk&l # valB(TB) with mi>c for
all i # [k&l]. For k=l, h is a constant and hence of type (i) or (iii). Otherwise, for
all i # [k&l] we have mi<h(m1 , ..., mk&l) by the assumption on g, and since mi>c
it follows that h(m1 , ..., mk&l)  N$, which means that h is of type (iii). K
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The second lemma is based on the previous one. It expresses the fact that the set
of all trees of TB? with values outside a given finite set is a regular tree language
(cf. Lemma 3.13).
5.18. Lemma. Let N be monotonic and growing. There is an algorithm to con-
struct for every small subalgebra B of N and every finite set LN a deterministic
bottom-up tree transducer bu such that dom(bu)=[t # TB? | valB?(t)  L].
Proof. Let N be growing modulo  and let c=max(L _ (B)). By Lemma
5.17 B is growing modulo [0, ..., c], so by Lemma 5.8 B is also growing modulo
N=valB(TB) & [0, ..., c] and this set N can be determined effectively. Now, let R0
be the set of rules of the deterministic bottom-up tree transducer of the proof of
Lemma 5.11, constructed with respect to this set N.
Let R=R0 _ R1 , where R1 is the set containing
v for all a1 , a2 # N, the rule #a1 x1 ? #a2 x2  #a a where a=max[a1 , a2], and
v for all #$, #" # 1 (where 1 is as in the proof of Lemma 5.11) with # # [#$, #"],
the rule #$ x1 ? #" x2  # (x1 ? x2).
By the choice of N, for all m, m$ # valB(TB) with [m, m$]3 N we have
max[m, m$]  N. Therefore, the addition of the rules in R1 to those in R0 preserves
the property asserted in the claim of the proof of Lemma 5.11, except for the com-
pactness requirement. Thus, the claim now reads as follows.
Claim 1. Let s # TB? . Then either s *R #a a with valB?(s)=a # N, or s *R # t
for some t # T(BN )? with val(BN )?(t)=valB?(s)  N.
Consequently, bu=(7B? , 7(BN )? , 1, R, 1"[#a | a # L]) is a deterministic bottom-
up tree transducer satisfying the assertion. K
It is now possible to prove the promised extension of Theorems 5.15 and 5.16.
5.19. Theorem. The algorithms given by Theorems 5.15 and 5.16 can be extended
in order to compute the elements of the set whose finiteness is tested, if it turns out
to be finite.
Proof. Taking into account the proof of Theorem 5.16 it suffices to prove the
assertion with respect to Theorem 5.15. Thus, an algorithm is sought which com-
putes L=range(({) B?) under the assumption that this set is finite, where
{T7_TB? is an element of TBY
+ and B is a small subalgebra of N.
Define, for every finite subset S of N, &S&=n # S (n+1). Now, choose some
recursive enumeration (Li) i # N of all finite subsets of N such that &Li&&Li+1& for
all i # N. Clearly, such an enumeration exists. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.18 one
can compute for every i # N a deterministic bottom-up tree transducer bui with
dom(bui)=[t # TB? | valB?(t)  Li]. Now, the remainder of the proof is identical to
the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.5, except that T is replaced with L and
reli with bui : LLi if and only if bui b {=<, which can be decided by Lemma 3.14.
Hence, by enumeration one can compute the index i0 being the smallest i # N with
LLi , which must exist due to the finiteness of L. In fact, since &Li &<&Li0 & for
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all i # N with Li % Li0 it follows that Li0 is the smallest of the sets Li (i # N) covering
L, which means L=Li0 and thus completes the proof. K
As a final remark on the results of this section we point out that the algorithms
in Theorems 5.13, 5.16, and 5.19 are uniform in r in the sense that the TBY+ com-
putable relation r considered in these theorems can be made part of the input. More
precisely, rA_B could be given in the input by a Turing machine which yields
for every small subalgebra A$ of A a TBY+ transduction that computes r with
respect to A$ and B. Then, the obtained results remain valid.
6. THE YIELDS OF TREE LANGUAGES IN R-TBY+
From a language theoretic point of view the class of all string languages which
are yields of tree languages in R-TBY+ is of special interest. Intuitively, the yield
of a tree is the string obtained by reading its leaves from left to right. More
precisely, for a tree t its yield yield(t) is defined as follows. If t=* then yield(t) is
the empty string. If t=a for a symbol a{* then yield(t)=a, and if t= f t1 } } } tk for
a symbol f and trees t1 , ..., tk (k>0) then yield(t)=yield(t1) } } } yield(tk). The class
yield(R-TBY+) is denoted by yR-TBY+. This class consists of all string languages
L for which there exists a tree language T # R-TBY+ such that L is the set of yields
of trees in T, that is, L=yield(T ).
One of the major motivations to study tree transductions is that they provide
via the yield mappinga formal model for syntax-directed translation of context-
free string languages (see, for example, [AU71, Eng80, Rou70a, Tha73]). This is
due to the fact that context-free string languages are exactly the languages of the
form yield(T ), where T is a regular tree language. Moreover, a tree t # T then
corresponds closely to a derivation tree of yield(t). Thus, a tree transduction which
operates on a regular set of trees may be understood as a device that takes as input
a derivation tree representing a certain string and computes on this syntactic
description of the input string a tree which represents (via yield ) the output string
of the translation. For a given class C of tree transductions, the class of output
languages of the corresponding syntax-directed translations is [yield({(T )) | { # C
and T a regular tree language]. For C=TBY+, Lemma 3.13 implies that this is
just the class [yield(range({)) | { # TBY+]=yR-TBY+ studied in this section.
Mainly, two results about the class yR-TBY+ will be shown. The first provides
two probably rather expected characterizations: a string language LS* is in
yR-TBY+ if and only if L is TBY+ definable in STR(S ) if and only if it is TBY+
definable in MON(S ) (cf. similar results in [Dam82, Sect. 7.4] and [EV88,
Theorem 8.6]). In view of Lemma 5.6 these characterizations yield strong closure
properties of yR-TBY+ which may in particular be used in order to prove a second,
perhaps somewhat less obvious result: yR-TBY+ is a substitution-closed full
abstract family of languages (AFL).
The theorem below states the mentioned characterization.
6.1. Theorem. Let S be a set of symbols and LS*. Then the following are
(effectively) equivalent:
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(i) L # yR-TBY+,
(ii) L is TBY+ definable in MON(S ), and
(iii) L is TBY+ definable in STR(S ).
Proof. (i) O (ii) Let L=yield(T ) for a tree language T # R-TBY+, and let 7
be a finite signature with TT7 . To prove that L is TBY+ definable in MON(S )
a tree transduction { # YIELD b TD is constructed such that valMON(S ) b {(t)=
yield(t) for all t # T. Then, yield(T ) is TBY+ definable in MON(S ) by Lemma 5.6
(taking r=yield and as A the free 7-algebra).
Define td=(7, 2, [#0 , #], R, #0) as follows. Intuitively, the state # is used to
transform a tree t # T7 into t$ # T2 such that s=valY2(t$) satisfies s # T MON(S )(X1)
and valMON(S )(s[*])=yield(t). The rules in R required to accomplish this are
# *  ?1 if *(0) # 7,
# a  ca, 1 for all a(0) # 7"[*], and
# ( f x1 } } } xk)  _1 (# x1)(_1 (# x2)( } } } (_1 (# xk&1)(# xk)) } } } ))
for all f (k) # 7, k>0.
Furthermore, for all rules of the form # t  t$ above R contains the rule
#0 t  _1 t$c* . The derived signature 2 consists of _1 , ?1 , c*, 0 , and all ca, 1 with
a(0) # 7"[*]. It should be clear from this definition of td that {=Y2 b td behaves as
required. The proof (which works by induction on the input trees) is therefore
omitted.
(ii) O (iii) It may be assumed that S is finite. Consider the top-down tree
transducer td=(7MON(S ) , 7STR(S ) , [#], R, #) with R=[# *  *] _ [# (a x1) 
a } (# x1) | a # S]. Clearly, valSTR(S ) b td(t)=valMON(S )(t) for all t # TMON(S ) , so td
computes the identity on S* (with respect to MON(S ) and STR(S )). Hence,
Lemma 5.6 yields the result.
(iii) O (i) By the definitions of yield and valSTR(S ) it is clear that yield(t)=
valSTR(S )(t) for all t # TSTR(S ) . Therefore, a tree language T that defines L in
STR(S ) satisfies yield(T )=L, which proves L # yR-TBY+. K
Let TBY(n) (for n # N) denote the set of all tree transductions {m b } } } b {1 with
{i # TBY for all i # [m], such that at most n elements of YIELD occur in {1 , ..., {m
(as in the proof of Theorem 4.5). Strengthening Theorem 6.1 it can be shown, for
LS*, that L # yR-TBY(n) (with the obvious definition of yR-TBY(n)) if and only
if L is TBY(n+1) definable in MON(S ) if and only if L is TBY(n) definable in
STR(S ). The proof of (ii) O (iii) would follow the same lines as the proof of
Theorem 4.5, using Lemma 4.4 to remove one YIELD transduction.
By Theorem 6.1 the results of Section 5 apply to the class yR-TBY+. Therefore,
the finiteness problem is decidable for yR-TBY+ (where the input language LS*
can be represented by a tree transduction { # TBY+ such that L=yield(range({)),
L=valSTR(S )(range({)), or L=valMON(S )(range({))). In other words, we have the
following theorem.
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6.2. Theorem. There is an algorithm that decides on input L # yR-TBY+ whether
L is finite. In addition, if the answer is yes, the algorithm computes the elements of L.
Note that, since Theorem 6.1 (in connection with Lemma 5.6) also says that
yR-TBY+ is closed under string relations r which are TBY+ computable with
respect to input and output algebras of the form STR(S ) or MON(S ), it is also
decidable whether the image r(L) of an input language L # yR-TBY+ under r is
finite.
It is argued at the end of [EV88] that many known hierarchies of string
language classes are (effectively) contained in the class yR-TBY+. In particular,
yR-TBY+ includes (1) the OI hierarchy, which starts with the regular, context-free,
and indexed languages, (2) the IO hierarchy, which starts with the regular, context-
free, and IO macro languages, (3) the top-down tree transformation hierarchy (by
definition), (4) the ETOL control hierarchy, which starts with the class ETOL of
Lindenmayer languages, and (5) the 2GSM hierarchy, which is the closure of the
regular languages under 2-way finite state transductions (for the last three
hierarchies see [Eng82] and the references cited therein; for the first two see, e.g.,
[Wan73, Mai74, Wan75, ES78, Dam82, DG86, Vog88, Eng91]). Therefore, for all
classes of string languages in these hierarchies the finiteness problem turns out to
be decidable.
Every generalized sequential machine (GSM, see [HU79]) M from S* to S$*
can easily be turned into a top-down tree transducer td:: TMON(S )  TMON(S$) such
that, for all t # TMON(S ) and t$ # TMON(S$) , t$ # td(t) if and only if valMON(S$)(t$) #
M(valMON(S)(t)), cf. the title of [Tha70a]. Hence, the closure under TBY+ com-
putable string relations implies in particular that yR-TBY+ is closed under GSM
mappings. Thus, yR-TBY+ is also closed under string homomorphisms, inverse
*-free string homomorphisms, and intersection with regular string languages. The
latter furthermore implies that all regular string languages are elements of
yR-TBY+ because yR-TBY+ contains all S* for finite S.
Below, these observations are extended by showing that yR-TBY+ is even sub-
stitution closed and thus forms a substitution-closed full AFL (see [HU79, Sal73]
for an introduction to AFL theory). This requires the definition of some more
notions. If S is a set of symbols and ! is a mapping that assigns a string language
!(a) to every symbol a # S then ! is extended to S* by defining !(*)=[*] and
!(a } w)=[u } v | u # !(a) and v # !(w)] for all a # S and w # S*. Furthermore,
!(L)=w # L !(w) for all LS*. A family L of string languages is said to be
substitution closed if for all LS* in L and all !: S  L the language !(L) is an
element of L.
While the notion of substitution recalled above is of a nondeterministic nature
different occurrences of a symbol a in a string may be replaced with different strings
in !(a)for trees both the deterministic as well as the nondeterministic variant will
be needed. These are called IO- and OI-substitution, respectively, due to their close
relationship to IO and OI context-free tree grammars, see [ES77].
Let 7 be a finite signature with [a1 , ..., an]=[a # 7 | rank7 (a)=0] and ai{aj
for 1i< jn, and let 7$=7"[a1 , ..., an]. For a mapping !: [a1 , ..., an]  ^(T7)
and a tree t # T7 we define
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1. !IO(t)=[t$[t1 } } } tn] | ti # !(ai) for i # [n]], where t$ # T7$ (X ) is chosen in
such a way that t$[a1 } } } an]=t, and
2. !OI(t)=[t$[t1 } } } tm] | ti # !(bi) for i # [m]], where m # N, t$ # T 7$ (Xm),
and b1 , ..., bm # [a1 , ..., an] are chosen in such a way that t$[b1 } } } bm]=t.
Note that these definitions do not depend on the particular choice of t$. Intuitively,
the trees in both !IO(t) and !OI(t) are obtained from t by replacing every leaf
labelled ai with a tree in !(ai). However, in the IO-case equally labelled leaves must
be replaced with equal subtrees (the ai are pairwise distinct) whereas this require-
ment is dropped in the OI-case (the bi are not necessarily distincteach index i
corresponds to a specific leaf of t). For a tree language TT7 , !IO(T )=t # T !IO(t)
and !OI(T )=t # T !OI(t).
Now, the second result of this section can be proved.
6.3. Theorem. yR-TBY+ is a substitution-closed full AFL.
Proof. As observed above, yR-TBY+ contains the regular string languages and
is closed under GSM mappings. Therefore, in order to prove the theorem it suffices
to show that yR-TBY+ is substitution closed since this implies the closure under
union, concatenation, Kleene closure, and arbitrary inverse string homomorphisms,
as can easily be shown (cf. [Sal73, Theorem 1.6, p. 129] for an even stronger
result). To prove substitution closedness, three claims concerning closure properties
of the class R-TBY+ are proved below. As for the first, let * and 8 be two symbols
of rank 2 and 0, respectively. For every tree language T denote by seq(T ) the
language of all trees of the form *t1(*t2( } } } (*tn8) } } } )), where n # N and
t1 , ..., tn # T. Intuitively, seq(T ) is the set of all sequences of trees in T. The first
claim now states that R-TBY+ is closed under seq.
Claim 1. Let 7 be a signature with *, 8  7 and let TT7 . If T # R-TBY+
then seq(T ) # R-TBY+.
For the proof, suppose T=range({m b } } } b {1), where {1 , ..., {m # TD _ YIELD,11
and let 70 be a finite signature with dom({1)T70 . Define T0=T70 and
Ti={i (Ti&1) for all i # [m] (thus, Tm=T ). It may be assumed without loss of
generality that neither * nor 8 occurs in any of the trees in T0 _ } } } _ Tm . By
induction on i it is now shown that seq(T i) # R-TBY+ for i=0, ..., m. Concerning
i=0, it is clear that seq(T0) is regular and hence seq(T0) # R-TBY+ (see Lemma
3.13). Now suppose seq(Ti&1) # R-TBY+, where i # [m]. There are two cases.
If {i=td for some top-down tree transducer td=(7$, 7", 1, R, #) it is easy to see
that seq(Ti)=td $(seq(Ti&1)), where td$ is obtained from td by adding a new initial
state #0 and rules #0 (*x1x2)  *(# x1)(#0 x2) and #0 8  8.
If {i=Y2 for a derived signature 2 one can easily construct a top-down tree
transducer td such that td transforms every tree t=*t1(*t2( } } } (*tn8) } } } )) with
t1 , ..., tn # T2 into the tree t$=_2 c* t1(_2 c* t2( } } } (_2 c*tnc8) } } } )). Clearly, if
2$=2 _ [_2 , c* , c8] then Y2$ (t$)=*t$1(*t$2( } } } (*t$n 8) } } } )) where t$j=Y2(t j) for
all j # [n]. As a consequence, Y2$ b td(seq(Ti&1))=seq(Y2(Ti&1))=seq(T i), which
ends the proof of Claim 1.
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11 Recall that, as mentioned in Section 3, TBY+=(TD _ YIELD)+.
Claim 2. Let 7 be a signature, f (k) # 7, and T1 , ..., TkT7 . If T1 , ..., Tk #
R-TBY+ then the tree language topf (T1 , ..., Tk)=[ f t1 } } } tk | t i # Ti for all i # [k]]
is in R-TBY+.
For all i # [k] let {iT7$_T7 be an element of (TD _ YIELD)+ such that
Ti=range({i). Without loss of generality it may be assumed that 7 is finite and 7$
is a subsignature of 7. In order to prove Claim 2 it will be shown that there are
{$i # TBY+ (i # [k]) such that {$i ( f t1 } } } tk)=[ f t1 } } } t i&1 t$i ti+1 } } } tk | t$i # {i (t)]
for all t1 , ..., tk # T7 (and {$i (t)=< for all remaining trees t # T7). Then,
topf (T1 , ..., Tk)=range({$k b } } } b {$1) # R-TBY+. It suffices to show how to construct
{$i in case {i # TD _ YIELD, so there are two cases to be considered, quite similar
to the proof of Claim 1.
If {i=td for a top-down tree transducer td=(7$, 7, 1, R, #), modify td to obtain
td$ by taking 7 as its input signature, adding two new states #0 and #1 (where #0
is the new initial state), and adding rules #0 ( f x1 } } } xk)  f (#1 x1) } } } (#1 xi&1)
(# xi)(#1 x i+1) } } } (#1 xk) and #1 (g x1 } } } xl)  g (#1 x1) } } } (#1 xl) for all g(l ) # 7.
Obviously, td$ behaves as required because it acts like td on the i th direct subtree
ti of f t1 } } } tk and does not affect (that is, copies) the other subtrees.
If {i=Y2 for a derived signature 2 (that is, 7$=27), let td=(7, 2$,
[#0 , #, #$],R, #0) where R consists of the rules
#0( f x1 } } } xk)  _k cf (# x1) } } } (# xi&1)(#$ xi)(# xi+1) } } } (# xk),
# (g x1 } } } x l)  _l cg(# x1) } } } (# x l) for all g(l ) # 7, and
#$ (g x1 } } } x l)  g (#$ x1) } } } (#$ xl) for all g(l ) # 2.
The derived signature 2$ consists of all operation symbols occurring in the right-
hand sides of these rules. It is easy to show that, for all t # T7 the tree t$ # T2$ with
# t *td t$ satisfies Y2$ (t$)=t. Using this and the obvious fact that #$ t *td t for all
t # T2 it should be clear that {$i=Y2$ b td shows the required behaviour, which
finishes the proof of Claim 2.
Claim 3. Let 7 be a finite signature, TT7 , and !(a)T7 for all a(0) # 7. If
T # R-TBY+ and !(a) # R-TBY+ for all a(0) # 7, then !IO(T ) # R-TBY+.
Let a1 , ..., an be the (pairwise distinct) symbols of rank 0 in 7, and let Ti=!(ai).
Using a one-state top-down tree transducer td with rules of the form
# ( f x1 } } } xk)  _k cf (# x1) } } } (# xk) for all f (k) # 7 with k>0 and # ai  ? i for
all i # [n] one obtains for every tree t # T a tree s=td(t) # T2 (where 2 is the
output signature of td) such that t$=valY2(s) and t are related as in the definition
of !IO . In particular, t$[a1 } } } an]=t. An even simpler construction using rules
of the first kind also for input symbols of rank 0 yields a top-down tree trans-
ducer td$ such that Y2(td $(t))=t for all t # T7 . Now, by the definition of !IO and
Claim 2
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!IO(T )= .
t # T
[valY2(td(t))[t1 } } } tn] | ti # Ti for all i # [n]]
= .
t # T
[Y2(_n td(t) td $(t1) } } } td $(tn)) | t i # Ti for all i # [n]]
=Y2(top_n(td(T ), td $(T1), ..., td $(Tn)))
# R-TBY+,
which proves Claim 3.
Finally, in order to establish that yR-TBY+ is substitution closed it suffices to
show that R-TBY+ is closed under OI-substitution, too. This is because, if ! is
as in Claim 3 with !(*)=[*] (in case *(0) # 7) and !0(a)=yield(!(a)) for all
a(0) # 7"[*] then !0(yield(T ))=yield(!OI(T )), which follows directly from the
relevant definitions.
Let T, T1 , ..., Tn # T7 and ! be as in the proof of Claim 3 and assume without loss
of generality that *, 8  7. By Claims 1 and 3 !$IO(T ) # R-TBY+, where !$(ai)=
seq(Ti) for all i # [n]. Now, it is a straightforward task to design a top-down tree
transducer td such that, on input t$ # !$IO(T ), td replaces every maximal subtree of
t$ which has the form *t1(*t2( } } } (*tm8) } } } )) with one of t1 , ..., tm in a nondeter-
ministic way. Then, !OI(T )=td(!$IO(T ))which shows that !OI(T ) # R-TBY+
as follows. For t # T we shall argue that !OI(t)=td(!$IO(t)). Obviously,
td(!$IO(t))!OI(t). For the other direction, let t$[t1 } } } tm] # !OI(t), where
t$, t1 , ..., tm are as in the definition of !OI(t). Furthermore, let t"[a1 } } } an]=t,
where t" is chosen according to the definition of !$IO(t). For all i # [n] let t~ i be an
element of seq(Ti) representing the sequence of all t j , j # [m], such that bj=ai .
Then t"[t~ 1 } } } t~ n] # !$IO(t) and, due to the choice of t~ 1 , ..., t~ n and the construction of
td, t$[t1 } } } tm] # td(t"[t~ 1 } } } t~ n])td(!$IO(t)). K
It may be worthwhile to point out that all full AFLs for which the emptiness
problem is known to be decidable (to our knowledge) are effectively contained
in yR-TBY+ (see the discussion above). On the other hand, it is shown in this
paper that for yR-TBY+which by Theorem 6.3 is itself a full AFLeven the
(apparently harder) finiteness problem is decidable. In other words, as far as we
know, the emptiness problem is known to be decidable for exactly those full AFLs
for which also the finiteness problem turned out to be decidable. Therefore, it is an
interesting question whether there are full AFLs for which the emptiness problem
is decidable but the finiteness problem is not. Note that for the other direction there
is an easy answer: a language L is empty if and only if a* } L is finite (where a is
any symbol). Hence, if the full AFL under consideration is effectively closed under
the AFL operations (which seems to be a natural assumption in the context of
decidability questions) then the emptiness problem is decidable if the finiteness
problem is decidable.
The reader should notice that this proof technique is not appropriate in order to
reduce the finiteness problem to the (non)emptiness problem. More precisely, from
the closure operations of a full AFL (and constant languages) we cannot derive a
mapping f similar to f $(L)=a* } L above, that maps the language L in question to
the empty language if and only if L is finite. (The other reduction, namely that f (L)
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is empty if and only if L is infinite, is impossible to achieve by the monotonicity of
the AFL operations.) The reason is that all AFL operations g are defined in such
a way that, if g has arity n, then g(L1 , ..., Ln)= [ g(L$1 , ..., L$n) | L$iLi finite for
i # [n]]. Using the monotonicity of these operations, an easy induction shows that
the same holds for derived operations, too. Thus, if f (L)= [ f (L$) | L$L finite]
is nonempty for an infinite language L there is also a finite language L$ such that
f (L$){<, which shows that f is inappropriate.
As another open problem we mention the complexity of deciding the finiteness of
R-TBY+ languages (cf. [Sei94b] and, for the complexity of the emptiness problem,
[Eng91, Section 7.2]).
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